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^L	 NATIONAL ADVISORY COA'EITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL 1'<EECRANIJU1* YO. 1052

INVESTIGATIONS OF SINGLE-STAGE, AXIAL FANS*

By Y. Ruden

The following investigations are connected with ex-
periments on fans carried out by the author in the
GZittingen Aerodynamic Laboratory within: the framework of
the preliminary e--periments for the new G3ttingen wind-
tunnel project.

A far, rotor was developed which had very hiCh ef-
ficiency at the design point corresponding to moderate
pressure rise and which, in addition, could operate at a
proportionatel;,- high pressure rise.	 To establish th .P de-
termining operating factors the author carried out ex-
tensive theoretical investigations in 'Hannover.	 In this
it was necessary to depart from the usual assumption of
vanishin g radial velocities.	 The calculations -ere sub-

.	 star_tially li 7htened by the introduction of diagrams.
The first part of the report describes the theoretical
investigations; the second, the experiments carried out
at G5ttingen.

SUP:MARY

It is customary, in the theoretical treatment of
axial- turbines, to set all radial velocity components
equal to zero.	 It is found that this assumption makes it
im- ossible to esti4.ate 'the behavior "of the far. over its
entire operating range.	 In particular,' no sufficient
explanation can be given, on this assumption, for the
fact that fan rotors with outwardly ir.oreasing blade
c_-ord maintain considerably greater throttling than ro-
tors with outwardly decreasing blade chord.	 For the so-
lution of the problem gust outlined, formulas for the
calculation of stationary and rotating cascades are de-
rived, which are ba y ed on a consideration, of small radial
velocities.	 T'ie method of calculation differs from the

*"Untersuchungen ,Iber einstufiL-e Axialgebiase." Luftfahrt-
~	 forschung, vol. 14, no..7, July 20, 1937, pp. 325-346 and

no. 9, Sept. 20, 1937, pp. 459-473.
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hitherto customary one primarily in that, after the calcu-
lation of the individual cascade section characteristics,
a throughflow distribution calculation. must be undertaken,
which correlates definite operating conditions of the in-
dividual cascade sections. 	 (See secs. II and III.) 	 The
usual cascade corrections are to be aurlied in the calcu-
lation of the section characteristics.

In the present report the Betz method which, in the
calculation of cascade corrections, takes account only of
the circulation of the neighboring profiles is extended
by the introduction of a thickness correction. 	 (See sec.
V, 2.)	 In the determination of the cascade section char-
acteristics, diagrams are introduced which substantially
lighten the task of calculation.	 (See sec. IV.)	 These
diagrams give, in addition, a good survey of the eXisting
possibilities and permit ouick estimate q to be made, as
illustrated by a series of examples.	 (Se p sec. VI, 1 and
2.) The throughflow distribution calculation requires the
solution of a differential equation, which is reduced to a
simple iteration process on the corresponding difference
equation.	 (See sec. VII, 3.)

The throughflow condition allows, for instance, the
design of a rotor to change a nonuniform to a uniform
energy distribution.	 (See sec. IV, 3.)	 Likewise, a sim-
ple method can be given for the determination of the blade
chord distribution which guarantees constant energy over
the whole throughflow cross section, not only for the de-
sign operating point but over a wider throttling range.
Lastly, the throughflow condition permits a 'reliable es-
timate of the stability of the rotor flow to be made.

T: e comparison of the theoretical calcula' t ' ions for
three rotors with the exreriments (sec. VII) show that
the torque on the rotor shaft can be calculated with
greatest certainty. The efficiency can also be predicted
with sufficient accuracy if the ex p erimentally determined
clearance losses (sec. VIII) are included. 	 Greater un-
certainties arise in the calculation of the efficiency of
the total blower installation including exit guide vanes
and hub diffuser.	 In this connection the main difficulty
may be ascribed to the rather little-known action of the
hub diffuser. But for guide vanes there is an additional
loss due to secondary flows (sec. V), which cannot yet be
included with sufficient accuracy. 	 The secondary flows
of the boundary layers at the outside sections in rotors
are practically nonexistent, but do exist at the hub and
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a. boundary-layer suc-
^A	 of the hub
max

eparation of the entire
at the outer sections

in a manner eauivalent in action to
tion.	 These facts explain why the

sections may be safely exceeded. 	 S
rotor flow Gets in only when ^A

max
is exceeded.

On this basis, rotors with outur ardly increasing
blade chords are suitable for high loedings, especially
as the throughflow distribution calculation shows that
the axial thro.aghi'low velocity in the neighborhood of the
outer wall is considerably larger than the average
throughflow velocity. For small flows more favorable
working; conditions for the outer blade parts are auto-
matically produced.

In conclusion, experimental investigations on four
rotors with adjustable blades and also experimental in-
vestigations on the influence of tip clearance on effi-
ciency and the maximum attainable throttling are given.

It is to be noted that the method of calculation de-
rived for blowers may be applied directly to axial pumps.
The app lication of the method to the calculation of axial
turbines should offer no difficulty.

NOTATION

Coordinates:

x	 coordinate of axial direction., positive in through-
flow (free-stream) direction

r	 distance from blower axis

6	 angle between radius vector r and a zero plane
passing through blower axis

r i hub radius

r 	 rotor radius

^ - r
r 
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blade characteristics:

z	 number of blades

l	 profile chord

d	 maximum profile thickness

D	 mean profile thie'_•ness referred to profile chord

trrr
t =	 cascade spacing at cylindrical section r =

z
constant

lz
X =	 section solidity

4nr

_ X(1 +	
D Xa^

8	 profile angle, measured between profile chord and
x-direction

8 1 = 90 - 8, angle between profile chord and plane normal
to axis

^.	 angle of attack

nbsolute velocities:

c m	axial velocity

cu	tangential velocity

c'	 tangential velocity directly- before cascade,a
i

c' u	tangential velocity directly behind cascade
a

C,	 radial velocity

v„_	 axial disturbance velocity 
	

r.roO.uced b *
finite blade

vu	tangential disturbance velocity 	 thickness

w	 angular velocity of rotor
w

CM
=	 t roughflow coefficientr aa,
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cm,?
n^ -	 raw

rcu

ra2 w

r (c'u 2 - c'Ul )
1g	 -	 2

r^ w

Relative velocities:

Wm = cm

W  = C 

Wu - cu - rw

W	 =,V/  W tt, 2 + W u 2 + Wr 2

_ Wm = C ra
A 

rw	 r

Wu

rw

Wuv - Wu
1 	 aQWU	 '' a

'

rw	 rw	 r

-ne subscri p ts 1	 and 2 denote cross sections far
before and far behind the cascade, respectively.

Pressures:

p	 static pressure

p	 total pressure

W = p
C2 - p91 = 6 Ig

^	 2(raw)2	 2(ra W)2
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/r a

1	

Mpg

2(rw)2

Forces:

A	 section lift,

w	 section drag

T	 tangential force

S	 axial force

A
—	 A	 lift coefficient

P w2l
2

%.e lift coefficient of isolated profile

^Xg lift coefficient of profile in cascade

'vV

w	 drag coefficient
P w2l
2

S w
E	 _

 ^
A—	 profile glide angle

T

tT =	 tangential force coefficient

P w2l
2

=	 S	 axial force coefficient
P w2l
2

a Ong	 d ^Ae
k = cascad-e effect coefficient defined by 	

^rt 
= k
	 ct

tT
K =

cos S

r
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P4	 torque on rotor shaft

*1	 efficiency

Auxiliary quantities:

b	 angle between relative stream direction and Meridian
plane

i	 circulation along a circle r = constant

— a
CPo

G  =	 throttling coefficient
W

_^P

X
b fi

1

0 1 *	 Tjb1 *

1	 V1*
X* -	 sX	 ^*

Y* = Y - 2Lb*

X	 p*

The subscrip t	 o indicates auantitieG calculated
for zero blade thickness; a bar denotes ouantities gir er -
a,,ed b,: integration.

1.	 I.+TRODUCTIO.I

It is usual, in the theoretical treatment of axial
blowers, to set the radial velocity components eeual to
zero. 'On this assumption the flow is substantially turo
dimensional in character: All cylindrical surfaces co-
axial with rotor or stator axis are stream surfaces and
after development of the cylindrical Furfaces the flow
can be treated in knoten r:anner as plane cascade flow.
One si<nificant result is that the axial velocity distri-
bution before and behind the ca s cade must be the same by
continuity.
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However, the assumption of vanishing radial velocity
component in not fulfilled in general. 	 A simole considera-
tion will illustrate this as=ertion: 	 Visualize a fan in-
stallation consisting of a rotor and a set of exit guide 	 -
vanes, with the axial entrance velocity as beir_g constant.l
The same thing is to apply to the energy of the entering
fluid. The exit guide vanes are so designed that the fluid
leaves in a purely axial direction.	 The rotor imparts
energy to the fluid. If this energy change is constant
over the whole cross section, then the fluid energy per
unit volume - that is, the total 'head - is constant not
only before but also behind the exit guide vanes.

pg = p + P c m ^	 (1)
4

Tt:e static pressure p must likewise be constant in
every plane normal to the axis far before or behind the
fan, since any pressure drop within such a plane would
cause radial or tangential accelerations of the flow con-
trary to the assumption of pure axial flow velocity di-
rection in the regions far before or be_Iind the fan in-
stallation..	 It follows from eauation (1) that the axial
velocity C.,	 in the exit cross section is constant and

by continuity must equal the axial entrance velocity for
fixed cross section.	 In this particular case, then, the
condition mentioned at the start is fulfilled, at least
in its total effect.

It is different when the energy imparted to the
fluid by the rotor is not constant over the whole cross
section.	 If the assum p tions for the entrance flow are
retained, the energy per unit volume (nar.:ely, the total
pressure in the exit cross section)is no longer constant.
Again assuming that the fli.:id leave= the exit guide vanes
in purely axial direction, the static p ressure must, as
before, be constant in every cross section behind the fan;
and it follows from equation (1) that	 c m at exit can no

longer be constant. Radial velocity components must

1 T.his statement refers to the velocity distribution in the
throughfiow cross section as well ac to the time variation
of the flow phenomena.	 In the following only steady
operating conditions will be treated.	 +^
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therefore arise in the flow passing through the fan and
these cause a change in the axial velocity distribution.a

if the total pressure and a x ial velocity of the en-
trance floe • are constant, the blower rotor, in general,
is designed so that the energy input for the chosen oper-
ating condition is like-ise constant over the whole rotor
cross section. Under these circum-tances the auestion of
whether and when a nonuniform energy yield of the rotor
arises is pertinent.	 To answer this question it is nec-
essary to examine the nature of energy interchange more
closely: To this end consider a blade element of raftial
,,r idth dr at distance	 r	 from the rotor axis.	 If the
resultant force on the blade element has a component T
in the plane normal to the axis (fig. 1), the work Tr w
is done on the element, where w is its angular velocity
about the rotor axis. 	 For sim p licity it is assumed that
all the work done on the blade element is given up to the
fluid without loss. Then energy of the amount 	 "--W is
given up to the fluid, and for constant a x ial velocity
the re q uirement of constant energy addition is equivalent
to the condition. T = constant/r. 	 The resulting force on
the blade element for a given section, angular velocity
and axial t_.roughflow velocity is a function of the sec-
tion angle of attack, which is to be chosen in accordance
with the assumption made previously for the operating
point of the design calculation, so that the condition
given for the force component T is fulfilled. 	 If the
far_ operates at a pressure rise other than that used in
the design, the ratio of axial to rotational velocity,
anal hence the angle of attack, is different for each air-
foil element.	 The condition T = constant/r 	 is, in
general, no longer fulfilled.	 It may be inferred that,
without special precautionary measures, constant energy
addition occurs only for a particular operating condition.
If other operating conditions are to be considered, the
limiting assumption of constant input energy must be re-
linquished.

2 It is sufficient in the preceding considerations to es-
tablish the change in axial velocity distri^cation and the
existence of the radial velocities necessarily associated
therewith only for the region of the blades.	 It will be
shown later, however, that the radial velocities assure

P
	 their greatest value there and onl,, decrease toward zero

with increasing distance from the blade region.

i
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Similar considerations for.adjustable blowers also
lead to the result. that the condition of constant input
energy is no longer fulfilled when the angle of attack of
the blower blades is other than that specified by the
design.

II.. THE SYSTF,ivi OF TRAILING VOi?TICES

BEHIND THL CASCADE

A c Z-li,ndrical system of coordinates is chosen the
x-axis of which coincides with the fan axis. 	 Its tiosi-
tive direction i^ the floi-, direction_.	 The distance of a
point from the x-axis is as usual denoted by r. 	 The
angle 6 denotes the angular rotation of the radius
vector from a zero direction.	 The direction of notation
is in the sense of a ri,-nt-hand screw relation to the
x-ais.

The examples considered in the introduction are of
a very specisl nature.	 To achieve more general results,
the appearance of radial velocities may eaually be ex-
plained from another point of .riei,r. 	 The following con-
siderations are entirely analogous to those forming the
basis of the well-known vortex theory of airfoils and
propellers.	 (See reference 1.) The blades of a fixed or
rotating cascade are considered to be replaced by vortices
bound to the respective blade locations.	 Their vortex
str-n th is e q ual to the circulation F(r) around the
respective blade element. if N r) is constant along
the blade s-nan. the circulation at the hub assumes the
value r = T i diczcon_tinaously and similarly drops dis-

continuously from P = i s to zero at the outer wall.

According to the Helmholtz vortex theorems, the blade
root and tip are each the origin of a free (trailing)
vortex of strength 1. For variable circulation along
the blade span, a vortex sheet of strength d1/dr per
unit length in the blade trailing edc,e direction comes
trailing off the blade in addition_ to the vortices ri

and I' a .	 The direction: of an element of trailing vortex
coincides with that of the velocity relative to a co-
ordinate sV ster_: fixed to the cascade.

•
To sir:plify matter p , two as-umptions are made:	 The

radial velocities w_^_ic^ may arise are mall with respect
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to the throughflow velocity, so that in the calc .lation
of the induced . velocitiez of the trailing; vortices it
suffices to consider the trailine vortices as distributed
on a ri ght cylinder coaxial with the blower axis. EYeept
for extreme cases, t`iis condition is fulfilled verw well
for fans where the hov-sing and hub are cylinders ex

t
end-

ing far upstream and downstream. 	 Secondly, the limiting
transition to an infinite-number of blades is made. 	 This
limiting transition simu_ lifies the flow to the extent
that all quantities are. thus made to depend only on x
and r.	 This transition is justified becau p e the cascades
considered generally have a large number of blades. Else-
where it will be shown that, under certain.assumptions to
be formulated later, the. formulas derived for an infinite
number of blades hold for velocities averaged with re-
spect to the coordinate 6.	 To make the derivations eas-
ily apparent, however, the limiting case of an infinite
number of blades will be treated first..

If	 zl'(r)	 is the total circulation of the	 z-blades,
the limiting transition iz effected so'that the amount of
the total circulation of every cylindrical section is
maintained.	 The two dimensionally distributed vortex
sheet becomes a system of three-dimensionally distributed
trailing vortices the vortex lines of which coincide with
the streamlines of the relative flow.

Consider a cylindrical surface coaxial 1-ith the
rotor.	 According to the precedin f_ assumptions this is
approximately a vortex ourface. 	 If each vortex element
of such a vortex surface is resolved into a co:::u_ onent
parallel to the cylinder generating lines and a component
along the tangent perpendicular to thF generating lines,
the trailing vortices of the cylindrical surface may be
considered as a. system of ring vortices with the diameter
of the cylinder, and a system of straight vortices coin-
ciding with the cylinder generating lines.	 On the as-
sumption that the blade region is of negligible extent in
the axial direction, so that the blade st)ace can be con-
tracted to a plane, both vortex systems start from the
rotor plane and extend to infinity in the p ositive direc-
tion.	 The 1a-t assertion assumes, of course, that two
fans, one behind the other, are sufficiently se-oarated
so as not to have any mutual influence. 	 It is evident
that the first vortex system induces axial and radial
velocities in the rotor plane, the second, tangential
velocities.
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To calculate the tangential velocities induced in
the rotor plane by the system of straight line vortices,
it is noted that the velocities induced r.y a straight
line vor,tex in the plane from which it starts are half as
large as those corresponding to an e q ual vortex extending
infinitely in both directions. 	 To compute the velocity
in the rotor p,lana introduced by a straight vortex of
radius r t and thickness dr'	 bounded by the rotor plane,
a s;y stew. of straight vortices extending frot. both sides to
infinity is introduced.	 These vortices are located on
the sa.r.e cylinder but have only half the vortex strength.
The velocity field corresponding to this vortex system
is, by symmetry, a function only of r.	 It follows that
all radial velocities of this field must vanish; other-
wise fluid would have to originate inside of a cylinder
coaxial with a vortex surface. No avia1 velocities are
generated by this straight line vortex system. Hence
only the tangential velocities remain to be investigated:
If r t 	denotes the raiius of the straight line vortex
surface and dwu(r,r') the tangential velocity at dis-

tance r from the axis due to the vortex system, the
circulation around a circle of radius 	 r is	 2Trrdwu(r,rt).

If the circle is inside the vortex surface, the circula-
tion must e q ual zero, since no vortex is enclosed.	 but if
the circle surrounds the vortex cylinder, the circulation
equals the total vortex strength of the cylinder

2Trr 1	 r ) dr y 	where Y(rt)	 is the vortex density of2

the straight vorticea orig'iaa,tin,^, in the rotor rlane.
Hence the rotational velocity inside the vortex cylinder
is

dw.l = 0

and outside

	

dwu	 Y(r') r' dr'

	

2	 r

According to the foregoing, the total vortex strength of
a cylindrical surface is

	

2-rt Y(r') dr'	
2 di(r') dry

	

2	 2	 dr'

and hence
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z	 d;(r')
dwu (r,r') =	 dr'	 for	 r' < r

4-rTr	 dr

dw (r,r' ) = 0	 for	 r' > r

The totality of trailing straight line vortex systems
originating in the cascade plane, including the hub and
outer vortices, induce in the rotor plane the velocity

ra

W u(St) =	 di,ru(r r' ) + T1
4rrr

r 

r

	

z I di (r' ) dr' +	 i =	 z I'(r)
4nr	 dr 	 4-rr	 47r

r.
i

Since the bound vortices add nothing to the tangential
velocity in the cascade plane, this tangential velocity
component is the sum of the tangential velocity w ul in

front of the cascade and the velocity wu(St)

	

(uu) cascac'_e - w 
u	 +	

2	
T(r)	 (2)

i	 4nr

This eouation leads to the imnortant conclusion that ex-
cept for the tans-ential velocity in front of the cascade
the tangential velocity in the ca s cade plane depends on
the circulation corre=~pondir^, to the radial location
under consideration, rather than on the radial diRtribu-
tion of circulation.

xs is known, the total blade circulation of a cylin-
drical section of radius r is the difference in circu-
lation before and behind the cascade.	 The circulation
before and behind the cascade is measurer. alon g circles
with the radius of the cylindrical section.	 If wu 

i	
and

wu 
a 

denote the mean tangential velocities before and

behind the cascade, res p ectively, then

r	 zr (r ) = 2,Tr (vU2 - u'ul )
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which, when substituted into eauation (2) gives

(.rujcascade = wu l + 2 ( wU2 - wul ) = 2 (wu 2 + u.)	 (3)

1:^.e radial and a x ial velocitie z induced in the cas-
cade Plane by the trailing=, vortices are not independent
of the circulation distribution.	 The relation bt• ..w t^ pn
axial velocity and circulation distribution is t ^u^sed
eisewY_ere.	 however, a proposition to be us-LJ	 _ r-r will
be derived here.	 To this end, consider a	 tabe
having; itz origin in the cascade plane and r..^;7o yap of
ring vortices of radius r', 	 Figure 2 show:; sch°matically
a ring vortex of this vortex tube. The reflected ring
vortex with respect to the cascade plane is shown as a
dotted circle.3

This reflected ring vortex would exist if the vortex
tube exter_ded to infinity in both directions. 	 The veloc-
i-ies induced. in the plane	 N- = 0 'by such a vortex tube
correspond to the velocity field in a plane nori:1al to the
axis far behind the cascade.	 In figure 2 the vertex ele-
ment ds and the image element do' 	 are without loss of
generality taken to be the top elements of the respective
ring vortices.	 she distances a and a'	 of these ele-
ments from an arbitrary point P in the cascade plane
are equal. According to the Biot-5avart law, each vortex
element induces velocities dv and dv'	 at r which
are equal in magnitude.	 Since the induced velocity is
at, right anc-les to the vortex element,	 dv and dv'
must lie in that plane at right angles to the cascade
plane, a cross section of which is shown in figure 2.	 It
is evident from figure 2 that the dotted ring vortex dou-
bles the axial velocity while causing all other components,
in particular tr:e radial component, to vanish. 	 It follows
for the vortex. tube originating in the cascade plane that
the axial velocity it induces in the cascade plane is only
half as large as that far behind the cascade a .nd that all
induced radial velocities vanish at large distances before
and behind the cascade Plane.	 Similarly, it follows from
this consideration that

3 B reflection hereinafter is meant only the image of the
geometric fora:, the sense of rotation of the vortex ele-
ment being r:aintained.
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(w m ) cascade - 2 (w r, 1 + wm2 )	 (4)

w	 = w	 = 0r l	r2

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote regions far before
and behind the cascade, respectively.

III. THE THROUGHFLOW CONDITION

1. The Euler Equations for Flow Through a Rotor

with Infinite 'dumber of Blades

The relation between the axial throughflow velocity
and the circulation distribution can be derived by con-
sideration of the trailing ring; vortices emanating from
the back of the rotor. 	 It is simpler, however, to derive
this relation by direct integration of the Euler equa-
tions.	 The energy losses arising from the flow through
the rotor are then easily taken into account by a slight
extension of the argument.	 The fluid medium is taken to
be incompressible.	 This assumption is sufficiently valid
for fans the circumferential velocity of which remains
less than about 150 meters per second (492 ft/sec). 	 A
rotating set of axes is uzed for the rotor to obtain sta-
tionary conditions.	 The limiting case of an infinite
number of rotor blades which is dealt with first repre-
sents a simplification, as mentioned previously, because
of the rotational symmetry which prPvnil^z .	 The forces
exerted by the rotor blades on the fluid do got consti-
tute a surface distribution but may be visualized as im-
pressed volume forces.	 They are functions only of r
and x. Their magnitude is defined by the type of limit-
ing transition. of finding a rotor with infinite number of
blades to substitute for a given rotor with z-blades. To
this end a ring of cross section dx dr is placed through
the rotor.	 (See fig. 3.)	 This ring cuts out on every
blade an element on which the tangential and axial forces
per unit area are, respectively, 	 6T/6s	 and 6S/6s.4

•	 4Forces T and S and forces A and W which appear
later are in agreement with the usual definitions of
forces on profile sections, namely, forces ber unit
length span-ise.

(5)

J
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The symbolsymbol ds denotes the line element traced on the
blade by the dx side of the ring. 	 The radial component
of the force on the blade element is negligible inasmuch
as the normal to the blade surface is sufficiently exactly
per p endicular to the radial direction.	 The z-blades in
the entire ring act on the fluid with the tangential

force -z aT dsdr and the axial force -z aS dsdr. If
as	 as

is the angle between ds and dx then

ds =	 dx
cos

and with

_1	 aT = T1 and	
1	 as 

= S'
Cos P as	 Cos P a-,

the axial force becomes

-7 S' dx dr

and the tangential force becomes

—z T' dx dr

These values are maintained in the limiting transition to
an infinite number of blades, so that the forces on the
volume element dx dr x rdb 	 are

-	 7	 S' dx dr x rdb
2nr

in axial direction and

z T' dx dr x rdb
2n r

in tangential direction.

The volume forces are, of course, zero outside of the
rotor.	 The Euler e q uations it c y lindrical coordinates
a.re, with die regard to the volume forces previously dis-
cussed:
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W, aw
m + w
	 61^1 m	 + 1	 z 

	
ap

	

n ax	 r ar	 p 2nr	 p by

a ^ 	 22	 l

^ m aw r + w r a rr -

	

	 - wu r - 2uwwu = _ 1 a p	 ( 6 )
P 3 

	

awu	 awu	 wrwu	 1 z
W	 + sir	 r+	 + 2ww + —	 T _ 0

	

ax	 a 	 r	 o 277r

To these,is added the e q uation of continuity written in
the form:

a (rwm) +-L
 (rw r ) = 0 (7)

rxar

If the .puler eouations are multiplied, respectively, by

dY	 dr	 _ d(r6')

wm = ,
W r	 at	 "U	 at

and then added, the re gult-is, after multiplication by p,
and since

a (Wr) 2 = 0
ax

Dri +	 7	
( S u^m + T' wu ) = 0

dt	 2Tr

where

r
2 -

h = p +2 I W' 2 + w r 2 + W,;2- (wr )

	

The operator dt
	

is the particle deriv'ati.ve

D = w a + I,l a
dt	 m ax	 r 6 

The quantity in parentheses in e q uation (9) can be written
as

(R)

(G)
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w ^,	
wuw C S + — + T' —/

\	 w	 w

Then

wmwu- = c0 ,^ (x,W ),	 - = Cos ( T ,w)
VT 	 w

where	 (x,w)	 and	 (T,w), respectively, denote the anr,les
formed by the a-ial and thngential velocities with the
relative velocity direction. 	 Since the radial component
of the force on a blade element has been assumed zero then

	

w(S I cos (x,w) + T 	 cos (T,w)) = wW1

and
a''	 1
as Cos

a -W
where ds is the force component per unit surface on the

blade element in the free-stream direction. 	 Equation (8)
becomes, with this change,

DH ± z W' w = 0

df 2T7 

If w t is known a Q a function so of the distance along

the streamline, then equation (8) can be integrated along
t:;e streamline s to give

2
I	 n

Î H2 - 
hl	 2rr	 W' ds	 (10)

f	 i

o!here the .points 1 and 2 follow consecutively in the
stream direction.	 The integral on the right-hand side is
pronortior.a.l to the word: don,P by the drag along the
streamline,	 For visco s ity-free fluid	 ''I t = 0.	 In the
case of small viscosity, the flow outside of the boundary
layer can, as is known, be regarded as frictionless so

s T:^.e eivation w = duo is approximated '_ere by d±
v
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that the previous considerations 'retain their validity.
The integral in e q uation (10) has a positive value, how-
ever, with H, < H 1 ,	 If the drag is set e q ual to zero,
e q uation (10) becomes, for a fixed coordinate system
(w = 0),	 the well-known Bernoulli equation.

The integral in enuatior_ (10) may be evaluated for
cascades with small axial -Drojection.	 Since W'	 van-
ishes outside of the cascades and cos	 is approximately
constant,

	

2	 2

W
'•^ ' d s =	 1
	 la

wd s =
cos	 as	 cos

i	 1

and hence

I	 _ _	 z	 W

	

i H2 - H1	 2nr cos 6
	 (11)

By definition_ 
6  

is the drag component per unit surface
as

on a blade of the original z-blade cascade and accordingly
n2

aW ds is the blade profile drag per unit length
1 6Z

spanwise.

A further important point can be made from the sec-
ond Euler equation which can be written as follows:

	

a ur r	 awr	 (wu + wr )2	 1 aD
w	 + W	 -	 _ - — --

	m ax	 r ar	 r	 p ar

Far upstream and downstream from the rotor, w r = 0 a•'c-
cording to e q uation (5).	 With w  + rw = c u ,	 the fol-

lowing e q uation is valid for a cross section at a great
distance from the rotor:

	

c u e	 1 ap	
(12)

	

r	 p ar

The last Euler e q uation need only be used to derive
the throughflnw condition outside of the rotor, where
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L' = 0 a'nd the equation simplifies to the conventional

D
(r cu ) = 0

at

Inte^;ration.a.long any streamline that does ,not go through
the region o.f the blades yields

r c u = constant	 (13)

Along every streamline outside of the rotor, therefore,
the angular momentum is constant.

2. Derivation c,, f the Throughflow Conditions

for Dissipationless Flow

The first problem involves the derivation of the
throv.ghflow conditions for viscosity-free fluid.	 In this
inotance the force on a blade is perkendicular to the
local stream direction and hence W' = 0.	 If t o o cross
sections far upstream and downstreaFr^ from the cascade are
denoted by subscripts	 z	 and	 2,	 enuation (10) or (11)
gives

H (r ay x 2) = H (r;,xI)

anal
aril are = 6F l	 6rl	

(14)
dr 2 	dr	 6rl	 dr

where

r = 1 ( r 1 + r 2 )

The radii	 r l	 and	 r 2 _ are ta'_o^en to correspond to one

st.rear:: surface.	 Then. r	 is the rad ius ..f the same stream
surface in the -plane of the r otoz- : 	 -ion_ (4) yields,
kith Gc.. = e mz - cm,l	 and since :m = T

Gcm
c m ) cascade - cml	 2

from the definition of^a. st.r.Pamline., for example,
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r(x)

c m (r', x) x 2rrr'dr' = constant

`ri
there follows, assuming that	 r 2 - r l , r - r l , and Lcm

are small to the first order.	 (See the developments
farther along.)

n 
r I	 r 	 r2

/ C n l r'dr' z	 CTlr'dr' — (r 2 — r l )Cm l (rl ) =	 Cm22 'dr'
 -f

ri	 r,	 rl

and hence:

r,	 rw

r2 - r l = cm lrl	
acmx r'dr'	

cm (r )	
6cmr'drI

1	 .	 1	 1
r i	 ri

Analogously,

r

1	 r ^cm
r - r l =	 /	 r'dr'

cml ( r l )
r.

The last two relations yield directly

r - r l = 2 (r^ - r 1 )

r = 2 (r 2 + r l )

Since c r vanishe q at great distances from the cascade,

the introduction of absolute velocities leaves:

dii	 dp + P a ( cm 2 + c u ' - 2rwcu )
ar	 dr	 2 6r

p

	

	 cu 
z

from equation (12) and after ais replaced by P
d -	 r

simple transformation:
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_P ra'_ _	 ! 1	
a (rc u  ) 2 + a (c 2 - 2wr c )

dr	 2 Lr 2 ar 
	

ar	
m	 u

which becomes, from e q uation (14),

a	 (cm 2- cm 2) , 1	 a	 (rc u )22	 1	 a	 (rc.u)3.2

or	 1	 2	 r22 ar	
r12 ar

—2W a [(rcu),, — ( r cu) 1 	(15)
dr c

?p ow, as wac discussed in the introduction, rotor and wide
vanes are generally designed so that	 (rc u ), as well as

(rc u ) 2	are constant spanwise at the design operating

point. Hence(rcu )— (rc 	 will be small for other operating
dr

conditions, except for regions in the neighborhood of the
inner a.n ,1 outer walls.	 In these boundary regions the pre-

vious a3sumptions are not always valid since 3r (rcu)

can assume large values for thick boundary layers.	 In
the neighborhood of the wall, howe-er, it is r  P, r ^ r2
on kinematical grounds.	 :fence, for these regions,	 r12

and r 2 2	 can be replaced by	 r 2	 in e q. uatio'n (15)' with-

out a ppreciable error.	 For the median zone

0

	

Dr	 / Cr
r - r, _ / — dx

	2 	 J cm
X1

and a correspond ,_*.:; enuatior. f or	 ( r 2 - r) are applicable.
she a'_lotient	 c ./cm	 is sinall , a-, wa- assumed.	 Horeover,
since this quantity drops to zero with increasing distance
from the rotor,	 Or/2 is likewise a small q uantity.	 It

a	 2
i^ evident fro;-. the preced_r}7 statem e nts that	 (rcu)

is like ,.^ise small of the first order in the middle region

i	 a	 2
so that here also 	 1,U2 dr (rc u )	 can be replaced by
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1	 a	 2
(rcu )	 Thus the throughflo lhr condition for the

r 2 ar

whole reeion reads:

6
( C ml 2 - C m2 2 ) = r o 

L(rc u ) 2 2
 - (rcul)2^

-2w a I (rcu) 2 - rcul ^	 (16)
ar

It is readily proved that

( r cu)2 2 - (rcu ) 1 2 = (rc l u g - rc t u l ) 2 + 2rc l u l (rc u 2 - rC'u l )

where c'	 and c'	 are the absolute tangential veloc-u l	 u2

ities immediately before and behind the rotor, for which
according to e q uation (13)

(rcu) 1 = rc'u l 	 and	 (rcu)2 = rc'u2

The ouantity in parentheses on the left-hand side of.
e q uation (16) can be approximated by -2cm l Qcm. Equa-

tion (16) is divided b,	 r aw 2 to obtain the throughflow

condition in dimensionless form.	 Putting

cm 
1 = cp	 cm2	 = ^	 CP2 - C0 1 = ^C?

	r aw	 1	 raw	
`

	

rc 1 u 	 ^1	 rc',12	 ,52,	 t12 - ty l = ^t5

	

r a 2 w	 ra2w

and

r = R
ra

gives, after a sim p le calculation, the throughflow condi-
tion for rotors
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a
61	 1 

;= 2 a	 (ob + 2^ 1 )^ - 2 a ob	 (17)

— a	 w l ono) i	
R aR	 -

For stationary guide vanes w = 0 in e q uation (16).
?asing all guide vane velocities on the circumferential
velocity r ata of the rotor, the throughflow condition

for stationary guide vanesis obtained in the same manrer
as in the foregoing e q uations at

a	 2	 2 -^
air	 ^ - ^2 ) i	 l

	

+ 291) 
J	

(18)

a (-^ 4)
d	 1

where the subscripts 1	 and 2 denote as before cross
sections far upstream and downstream from the cascade.

3. The Throughflow Condition including Energy Losses

The energy losses produced in the flow through a
cascade have up to now been disregarded, They can be
taken into account in a simtilP manner, however. 	 To this
end, the physical siEnificance of H 	 for a rotor is
first defined.	 From equation 9 after introduction of
absolute velocities,

r
r = p + 2 (c "1 + cr2 + cu2) - 2wrc u l = p	 pwrcu

The first term on the right-hand side is the well--known
energy per unit volume; prc u is the angular momentum per

unit volume.	 If this angular momentum is visualized as
being produced by the rotor, then a torque corresponding
to this production of angular momentum acts on the rotor.
Accordingly the work that must be expended on the rotor
rotating with angular velocity w to bring the angular
momentum per unit volume from zero to the given value is
wprcu . The difference in H before and behind the
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rotor is

	

H 2 - H, = (p 92- p gl ) - pw (r2cu z - r,c ul )	 (19)

The first parenthetical expression on the right-hand side
is the energy gain per unit volume, the second the loss
per unit volume of rotor.	 If the fluid flows without
loss from cross section 1 to cross section 2, the energy
gain e q uals this energy loss and H, = H 2 as assumed in
the foregoing section. For a viscous fluid H., < H, ac-
cording to e q uation (1C) and the statements connected
therewith.	 From eauation (19) it is concluded that in
this case the expended work per unit volume pw (r 2 cu2 - rlcul)

is greater than the useful output p g2 - p gl .	 If the ef-

ficiency of a rotor element, included between two neigh-
boring stream surfaces is defined as

n =	
p 9	 p91	 =	

pgz	 pg,	
(20)

pw(r 2 cu 2 - r:cu l )	 pw(rc'u2 - rc'ul)

eauation. (19) becomes

H 2 - H, = (n - 1) pw(r cl u 2 - rc
l ul )	 (21)

For stationary cascades, no external energy is supplied,
but there is an energy loss in total pressure; for exai:ple,

pg z 	 pC,	 LP 
so that

H2 - H, = 6 p	 (22)

E q uations (21) and (22) yield exactly as before the
through-flow condition including energy loss:

For rotors

(C'PI`"	 :722 )
6	

1 d
_ ^ a^ oo6(oL + 2 ,b	 ^— 2 a (no g )	 (23)
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For stators

d (rO 1 - C 2 2 )4
aR	 F	 ,	 op

	

_ 1 a (6 (L iy+ 2 ,5 1 ) i- o / o 	 _g 
a (24)

I— (rata)
- 0	 (2,P 10cp)	 1 2

i	 6R

Eouat.ior_s (17) and (18) or (23) and (24) are used later
to evaluate CO2 or Gcp for given b1 Gb, cp l and known

energ^T loss.	 The solutions obtained in this manner must
satisfy the following conditions

ra	
n a	

I

	

cp 1 2nrdr = /	 cp22"rdr

r 	 ri

l	 (25)
ra

J
pcp2nrdr = 0

ri
I

4. The Conversion of the Throughflow Formula to Cascades

with a Finite Number of Blades

It remains to be proved that the throughflow condi-
tion, derived on the assumption of an infinite number of
blades is actually a condition for the mean flow veloci-
ties.	 For this purpose it i= only necessary to prove
that eauations (6) and (7) hold for the scan flow veloc-
ities. 5 n•_-a 4,n assuming a frictionless and incompressible

6 The validity of equations (3), (4), and (5) follows
easily by simple integration along a closed circle
r = constant over the velocity components induced on
this circle by the trailing cortex surfaces: 	 If,the
trailin g; vortex surfaces are continued by their geometric
reflections with res p ect to the cascade _p lane, the same
laws hold for the integral values as for the induced ve-
locities of the ring and straight line vortex system.
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fluid medium, the Euler equations read:

awm	 6w 	 awm	 lap

wm ax + wr 6  + ^uu r 	 pax

2

W  
awr 

+ W  aw
r
 + W  awr - w  - w2 r - 2wwu = - 

l ap ( (26)
ax	 ar	 r66	 r	 par

awu	awu	 awu + wrwu	 lap

wm ax + wr ar + wu r66	
r + 2ww r	- - pr66

to which is to be added the e_ouation of continuity

6a ( rw
p 	 a
) + a 

r ( 
rw r 	 r

) + a	 ( rwu ) = 0	 (27)
aX 

To arrive at average values with respect to the coordinate
6 only one periodic sector needs to be considered:
Stream lines originating at the front and rear stagnation
point of a blade and extending to infinity upstream and
downstream are supposed to form stream surfaces. 	 If the
cascade has z-blades, these stagnation_ point stream sur-
faces together with the blade surfaces divide the fluid
region into z- p eriodic arcs.	 Let the blade pressure
sides be given by the function

6 = 6 d (r,x) + 
vZn 

(v = 0 to	 z - 1)

and the blade suction sides by

6 = 6 s (x,r) + 
v Zn 

(v = 0 to	 z - 1)

At the connecting stagnation point stream surfaces

A s (r,x)	 and	 6d(r,x)

coincide. Here the subscripts s and d merely serve
to id:ntify the two siGas of the stream surface.	 Con-

-	 sideration may be li:;ited to the first periodic sector
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since the flow pienomena at corresponding points of the
periodic.,seotor are the same. This periodic sector or
"arc" as it is termed hereafter cuts an arc out of each
circle r = constant, which extends from

	

8 = 6 d (r,x)	 to	 6	 8 s (r,x) + 2n
z

To integrate, say the first Euler e q uation over a
periodic arc, it is written by means of the equation of con-
tinuity in the following form:

ax 
(rwm 2 ) + 

-r 
(rwrwm) + rae (rwuwm) _ - r

P ax

and integrating over the periodic are gives

r 
\6 s+2z	 r \ 6 9+ z

	

aT (rw
a ) d (r8 ) +	 ( rwrwi )' d(re)

r 6 d
	 r ed

r (8 s + 7n>
n\ 	 /

+ (r.wuwm )^ - (rwuwm ) d = _ r	 62 d(r6)	 (28)
P .	 ax
r6d

In addition:

r (8 S +a)	 r  (

a/
	 rwm2 d(r8) =	

ax (rw
m 2 ) d(r6)

rea	 r6d

(^	 2 a(r6)	 a a(r9)
	+ Crwm	

ax	
- ^rwm.	

ax

	

S	 Id
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Corresponding transformations can be made f or the other
integral $ of equation ( 28) and the e q uation becomes

	

rCgq+ 
Z^)	

r (6S +22 )

a	 rwmad ( r6) + a
	 rwrwmd(r6)

6X	 a7.
	r8d	r6d

+ Irw Cw - w a(r6) - w a(r6)) ]m \ u	 m	
ax	 r	 ar	 '^s

^rw
m (W

u 
_ w

m 
3(r6) - w a(r6))]

ax	 r	 ar	 d

r C 8 s+^)
P 6X	 ax

r8d

with (fig. 4)

	

aS	 6(r6d)	 d(r6,)

	

Tx 
Pd ax
	

Ps ax

Since the surface F d = r6 - r6d(x,r) = 0 is a

boundary flow surface, the equation

D(Fd )a(r6d )	 6(r6d)

	

w	 - w	 + w 1	 0
dt	

_ m
	

ax	 r	 ar	
u d

	must apply.	 (See Lamb, reference 2, sec. 9.) The same
holds for

Fs = re - r6 J (x,r) - 0

Hence the bracketed expressions on the left-hand side of
eauation (29) vanish, leaving:
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.r 
s+2Z )	 r (6 +22 )

ax,	
rwm2d(re) + ar
	

rwrwmd(r6) + P a—X	 -

red	 r ed

r(6G +2z )

r a	
pd(re)	 (30)

P ax.
red

The mean value of wM is defined at:

r
 C

6 +>s	 /

1
L	

wmd(rb) - wm(r,x)

red

where L is the length of the periodic arc. Let wm

wm + pwm . Assume that Qw m is small so that its second

power is negligible. Corres p onding assumptions are made
for

,^wr = w  - w , awu = w  - wu, A P = P - P

If these expressions for wm , w r , and p are substituted

into equation(30) and if the terms of at least the second
order are neglected:

Lwm 
a 

wm + I,wr 
a wm + wm L

 a x
( Lrwm ) + a ( Lrwr) 

Iax	 ar	 r	 x	 ar 

+ 1 aS _ _ 1 a(Lp)	 (31)
P ax	 P	 ax

To determine the value of the bracketed expression on the
left--hand side the ea_uation of continuity is integrated
over the periodic arc and affords exactly as before
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a	 rwmd(r6) + a	 rwrd(r6)
ax.	 6r

r 6 d	 r 6,3

+ r w - w a(r6) _ w a(r6)u	 m 
ax	 r 6r J s

6Cr6)	 6(r8)^
r wu - wm dx - 

wr ar
	

; 0
C 

d

The bracketed expr. essions j banish again in the same way as
before, and from' the defLnition.:ct.f the mean values the
equation of continuity for the mean velocities follows at

d (Lrwm) + a (Lrwr )	 0	 (32)
TX	 6r

Herewith eauation (31) becomes

w - P + W. aw m + 1 aS _ _ 1 d(Lp)	 (33)
m 6x	 r 6r	 pL Ex	 pL 8x

If the: bars are.• omitted . in eq?iat4 pn_s (.3.2) and (33) and

L

	

is . r-ep•laced by. the approxi;-ma-t-ion 
2z	

the equation
Tr r

of continuity (7) an 3 the first of the Eu'ler equations
(6) are obtained.	 The other E'uler eauations (6) are
derived in exactly the same way.

In retracing the derivation of the throughflow con-
dition, it becomes evident that the substitution of

2" r for L is of no importance for the throughflow con-
z

dition.	 Hence equations (17) and (18) or (23) and (24)
are valid also for the mean velocities by a finite number
of blades, provided that the departures from the mean
values are small of at least the first order.	 This con-
dition is fulfilled for frictionless fluids, exce p t in
extreme cases.	 The conditions with regard to losses in
fluids with friction are decidedly more unfavorable. The

`	 losses become apparent in narrowly bounded dead air re-
gions in the neighborhood . Qf the cascade, so that there
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the departure of the local total head from the mean value
can no longer be regarded as small.	 In this case the
neglected second order terms can cause an appreciable
error.

IV Y DIAGRAMS FOR PREDICTING THE CASCADE CHARACTERISTICS

1. Integration of the Third Euler Equation

in the Blade Region

In order to calculate the action of a cascade on a
fluid medium at the prescribed initial condition cp l, 01,
equations (23) and (24) must be supplemented by the rela-

tion between co = cp l + 4- and ^e9, The last Euler equa-

tion (6), which so far had been applied only outside of
the cascade, is used to find this relation, which, after
introduction of absolute velocities reads:

b (rcu)	 b (rc u ) _	 1 z 

T^	
(34)cm bx

	 + cr T.
	 2n

Let dsm be the length element along the meridian line

of the rotationally symmetrical stream surface of the
mean velocity field, with cros denoting the component

of the mean velocity along this meridian line, the fact
that the meridian line belongs to a stream surface, re-
sults in:

c i, s :c m :c r = dsm:dx:dr

By means of these equations, equation (34) can be expressed
in the form

_(rcu) _ - r	 z	 Ti
c me dsm	 p 2nr

In conjunction with the developments in section III, 41

the periodic arc, , L is substituted for 2nr 	 At the
z
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same time the velocities must be replaced by the mean ve-
locities, so that:

'	 d 	 r
Lc ro	dsm = -	 T'dsm	 (35)s

ds m	p

Now, the axial projerc:tion of cascades used in fans is, in
general,small; whereas the e q uation, of continuity, equa-
tion (32), shows that . the change of Lcros = Lwms in the

direction of the meridian line is small of the same order
as w r . Therefore Lcros can be replaced by a constant

inside the cascade in first approximation. At entrance

to the blade region:	
L217 r

The same is truec'ms	 z em 0
at exit from the blade region and cm o is accordingly

the mean throughflow velocity for vanishing profile thick-
ness.	 The quantity Lc, s in equation (35) can be re-

placed by 2Tr cmo . A constant Overage value can simi-

larly be substituted for r and equation (35) integrated
with respect to sm. The result i g the conventional mo-

mentum equation known frcm plane cascade theory:

- T = p 
2Zr 

em 4¢u	(36)
0

where

ac 11 = cu - cu

	

2	 1

and

2

	

	 2
n

aT ds m - ./ aT

T -	 as cos 0	 as ds
z	 ^

The integral, however, in distinction to plane cascade
theory is not evaluated along a cylindrical section ooax-
ial with the cascade but along the mean stream surface.
But the first named path of integration can still be
chosen, for the same masons which governed the substi-
tution of a constant mean value for La ms , quantity
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T(r), then, is the tangential force per ,un'it length ra-
dially, experienced by a profile of the z-blade rotor at
the radial location r = constant.

2. Diagram for the Calculation of Section

Characteristics of Rotors

Although the calculation of 'rotor characteristics on
tYse'bais'"oi^ -eoiiation (36) is known	 it i.$ nevertheless
mare = dldsel^r PXaminect, since it is td serve-,as a basis
fo.r-several diagrams which q ubst4ntially simplify the
process of calculation. 	 Rotor section i 's defined as the
section of..a•rotor marked off by two neighboring mean:
stream surfaces.

The cha-ravteristic of any rotor section .is calcu-
lated• r first as: _sL. functi,on of• its axial..throughf.low vel.oc-
ity .,without regard, to the mutual influence .,of . the indi-
vidual rotor sections. The Values of a*ri'al ' thiroughf low
velocity- to bv- corte-lated' to. these characteristics are
for the present .unknown, Th-e correlation is given by the
throughflow cpndit:ion.

Figure 5 is familiar from plane cascade theory and
requires no further explanation.	 I:t is merely stated
that the mean relative velocity denoted by w is iden-
tical with that formerly indicated by w,,, anO. 14-kewise

the angle	 between w and 'thE- meridian a`.re-tti.on
coincides with	 SC .	 The angle	 is aIua-7 ;, u t,asured

from the positive axial direction.	 Its yoz *lt i.ve sense
is, as usual, counter::lockwi Q 	 so that in confQx .nity with
the definitions of the positive directions of wm and

wu the following e quations hold:

w 	 wu
cos S a — sin P = - --	 (37)

w	 w

T'o obta-in the usua-1 no-nd_imen'sional force coefficient,

eq.uati-on (36 . ) is . divided by	
2

apwt, where w is the

mean relative velocity at the l'oc'ation of the profile
under consideration, in the absence of the -Qrofile•from
the cascade, and	 I. is the profile chord. Upon intro-

duction of the solidity ratio X =	 t	 division by
2rr r

z
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pw 22	 1 and with wm = cm and dcu = dwu equation (36)
2
becomes

wm zmo pwu
XtT = 2 w 

c	 w
m

The throughflow velocity w m = c m corresponding to w

reduces to cmo only for vanishing profile thickness.

With

	

Xt = A 
cm	

and wm = cos s	 (38)
	r m 	w

0

X I t T	 Lwu/rw
-	 = 2	 1397

cos	 w/rw

For very thin blades X 1 z X. For finite blade thickness

X? > X. The value of cm	 is calculated elsewhere. Dis-

omo
regarding the influence in quadrature of the radial com-
ponent

rwj

(WM )2rw + \ru\2

 w /1

where, according to equations (3) and (4) w m = 2 (w ml + w m2 ) and

wu =. w1i +`a^ u/	 These formulas also apply to very thin

blades only. The corrections necessary for finite blade
thickness are. likewise given later. Analogously to pre-
vious definitions, let

cp* = wm , 15 1 * = wul + ^* _ ^wu
rw	 rw	 rw

The asterisk indicates that the cited quantities refer to
the tangential velocity of the pertinent section rather
than to the peripheral velocity and that they are re-
ferred to the relative velocities.	 It is
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'^1*	 2 ^1*

.T

cos
(41)
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Iii*I , J ( i* 12 + (1 + 2	 2	 (40)

with which equation (3'9) be-cotes

This equation deduced from the momentum theorem is con-
trasted with another derived from the disposition of
forces on the profile. 	 From figure 6

	

tT = '+ tAg cos S - tW sin ^	 (42)

The sign before t Ag mutt be determined by the conditions

in the individual case (right- or left-hand wheel rota
tion, turbine or pump operation). In the following the
right-hand pump rotator (fig. b) is referred to, anti hence

^W
after introduction of the profile glide angle E

^Ag

^T

	

T	 - N'. t Ag (1 + E	 (43)

	

cos S	 \	 cot S

The quantities tAg and E for a given cascade are func-

tions of the angle of attack a.	 If 6 is the angle of
incidence of the blade profil.e to the axial direction,
then + a = 0 - S .	 (See fig. 6.)	 If a, is expressed
in terms of p in ^T	 X'ST/cos	 is a function of

alone.	 In this case 0 < 0 5 2
	 hence cot (^ can be

chosen as independent variable instead of 0. From fig-
ure 5

W 
'̂ 1 m	 rw

cot ^ _ -	 _ -
w u	 wu	 1 LW u

1 + _

rw	 2 rug
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cot	 _ -	 1	 (44)

1 + 1 p5*
2 b1*

Let

X	

CP*

26b*

1	 ..

It is evident that for pumps and fans Y has only posi-
tive values while X can change sign. 	 In particular
1)1r	 is usually negative for rotors; hence

(46)
ii	 t

In a coordinate system with ordinate Y and abscissa X,
the curves cot ^ = constant are, according to eauation
(44), the straight lines

Cot S_ cot 6 Y_ X= 0	 (47)
4

Every straight line of this family goes through the point
X s 0, Y = +4, and intersects the x-axis in the point
Y = 0, X = cot S.	 according to the preceding developments,

altT	
is a constant, say	 K,	 on a e-traight line of e.qua-

cos 0

tion (47); By eauation' W. ) and with due regard to equa-
tion (46) t-his value also-kay be taken from the curve

/ _ (( 4 8 )

\1 

Since X occurs as a sauare in eauation (48), its sign
is immaterial.	 The family of curves (eauation (48)) be-
comes, by simple transformation,

K = -	 -Y
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z

I	 /

	

l - K2	 ^Y +	 K2	 - r 1	 K22 X 2 	1

	

16	 4 ( l - Kz	 `	 16 /

K	 12
.J

This e q uation has the form of a single parametered family
of hyperbolas and ellipses..referred to their common cen-
ter, which is on the y-axis at

Y = - K2
/

4 ( 1 - 
K2
—

	

\ 	 16

For K = 0 there is obf•ained a straight line, Y = 0,
for 0 < K < 4 hyperbolas, and for 4 < K < co ellipses.
For K = 4 the ecruation becomes: the parabola

X a	 (Y - 2)

Figure 7 illustrates the hyperbolic 61liptid family.
Since all velocities conslddiOd here are relative, dia-
gram 1 holds for both the stationary and rotating cas-
cades. Admittedly, the range of X and Y in diagram I
is sufficient for the majority of practical rotors, but
not for stators.	 In the case of the rotor the initial
rotation b 1 * is of the order -1; while for a guide vane

it becomes very small and may even vanish. E quation (45)
show$ that X as well as Y can assume very large values
in this case. Bence a different diagram is given for
guide vanes, which avoids these difficulties, as will be
explained elsewhere.	 In the following paragraph it is as-
sumed tnat diagram I applies chiefly to rotors,

To find an operating point for a given rotor from
diagram I, the solidity X 	 or X 1 ,	 the angle of incidence
b,	 and the 1̂ ar_g y ,.Ltial force coefficient	 T(a)

i

must be known. These data give K = - n — m as a function
C os 0

of S according to eauation (42). For K = Ko belonging

to the straight line for S = 00 and the corresponding

member of the elliptic-hyperbolic family, the point of
intersection is +he cperati..g point.	 The strai--ht line

^ = S 0 , wb:xt ;h passes through Y = 0, Y = 4 an y., X =
Got so, Y = 0 need not be indicated in the diagram.	 It

is sufficient to fix the point of intersection by means
of a straightedge..
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With this point the corresponding relative or abso-
lute tangential component of the exit velocity is readily
obtained.	 It is:

Wu2 = wul + pwu

and after division by rw and according to the defini-
tions of e q uation (45)

rut = ^
l * ( 1 + L6--J =	 * (1 - Y /

1 */	 \	 2

	

I Cut	 \

	rw

The value of 1 - 1_ 	 read off directly from diagram I,
2

3. Diagram for Calculation of

Rotor Section Efficiencies

To obtain the energy given off on the fluid by the
rotor from the X-, Y-diagram, recourse is.had to equation
(20).	 This e q uation can be written in the following form:

c'u 2 - C i u l - p2g - pig

	

2	 2rLu	 r^	
(rw)

Putting in this equation yields

P 92 - P 9 - ^*

P'— (rw)
2

and, as formerly

c'	 - c'	 wt	 - w'

	

U;2	
ul -	

u^	 ul 
= ^^

MU	 rw

then

T)
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or by equation (45)

W*	
15	 Y
	

(50")

To calculate the pressure coefficient W*, both the ini-
tial rotation b1* and the cascade efficiency T1 must
be fixed.	 From equations (19) and (11)

	

I	 ^	 z	 W

pg a - p9	
pw /rc u2 - rc u l)	 2rrr cos S

whence, after substitution in equation (20) and several
transformations,	

1
2

n	 1	
X

^W	 W l
^ 

cos	

`
( 

^wu 12 
	 rug l

Lastly, by equation (39) with,

tw w

t T rw

To take the finite profile thickness into account, the
second term of the right-hand side is multiplied by
t 1	 --— , where L is the average length between blades
L ^ ,

along the periodic arc.

The value of tT is given by equation (42). Again

preferring a right--hand rotation fan rotor and choosing
the previous sign before	

tAg	
the insertion of the

^N
glide angle E _	 then results in

X

t T	 _ 1 cos S + sin S

	

L 	 E

which, upon substitution of equation (37), becomes
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t T	 1 ^wm	
w	 +ul	

2 } rw
E

t W
= - E; rw r	

rw	 w

and by equations (40) and (45),

12^ 1 * ^X2 + C1 - Y/
\	 4

= 1 + E --

	

	

1X + E Cl - 4 J

To calculate this expression easily with the aid of a di-
agram, it is written in the following form:

^1 = 1 + 1	 (51)

E 
f l + f2

where

and

Xf1 -

2
( Y 12X

+ C 1 - 4 J

Y1 -
4f a -

aa Y
X +	 ( 1

—4)

It is easily verified that in an X-, Y-coordinate system
the ordinate scale (Y) of which is four times as small as
the abscissa scale (X), the curves f, = constant are

circles o: radius r = 2 f 	 and center X Y; r, Y = 4,	 and
i

r is measured along the x-axis. Likewise, the curves

f2 = constant are circles of radii r = 21f
	

and center
z

X = 0, Y = 4- r. These circles can be used for conven-
ient calculation of the curves f l = constant,	 f2 =

constant.	 If the ordinate scale is the same as the ab-
scissa scale, the ellipse diagram II (fig. 8) is obtained.
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The ellipses f l	constant are the solid curves and f2

= constant, the dashed ones. 	 This diagram- enables easy
calculation of^ the efficiency corresponding to any op,rat-
ing point X,Y according to equation (51).

4. Diagram for Calculating the Section Characteristics

of Stationary Guide Vanes

The absolute value of ^ 1 * for stationary guide

vanes is, in general, small.	 Conse q uently X and Y
ber;ome so large that diagram I bF;omes useless. To ob-
tain 'a useful diagram for this case also, it should be
noted that only the hyperbolas of the ellipse-hyperbola
family of diagram I are used. For large values of X
the hyperbolas may be ap-oroximated by their asymptotes.
The slope of these as 	 to the x-axis is specif ,^d
by line Y/X.	 This consideration suggests the introdi,:.,-
ticn of the following coordinate system: Y* = Y/X as
ordinate and X* = 11X as abscissa. For this purla'ose
equations (41) and (44) ate written in the form:

 
(52) -

/,
	

11a
^/ 1 + C X * -4Y*/

tan- S = X* - 4 Y*	 (53)

The sign in equation (52) does not enter when the equa-
tion is squared to obtain the family of curves. 'Hence
it is sufficient to use ! . K( in the application of dia-
gram III; Y* is normally negative for right-hand rota-
tion of fans"using either entrants or exit guide vanes;
while X* is zero or negative.

The curves nf equation (52) are plotted in an X*-,
X*--coordinate system in figure 9, diagram III. 	 In this
coordinate system the straig1it.lines of e q uation (53)
have the same slo p e for all, S.

X*	 Xo*
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They intersect the x-axis in the point X* = tan P.

To determine an operating point for a given cascade
from diagram III, M, 6, and(a) must be known,

exactly as for rotors.	
cos

With these data K = 
C os	

is
^

then a known function of S. For P = Ro, let K = Ko,

The corresponding operating point lies on a straight line
of equation (53), for which tan 0 = tan Po, and on a
curve of equation (52) corresponding to the parameter
K = Ko . To specify the point of intersection, it is not

necessary to draw in the straight lines of equation (53).
Simply place a straightedge at the slope of equation (54)
through the point Y* = 0, X* = tan Oo.

Since the relative velocity equals the absolute ve-
locity for stationary guide vanes,

Ou t = wul + 4w
u 	(55)

and after division by rw while allowing for equation
(45)

c	 Yu 2 
	

/1 —

rw	 2

61* 
(l2 X*) 	

(56)

This formula is applicable only when 1131* * 0, hence
mainly for exit guide vanes. These have the task of
changing the rotational kinetic energy behind the rotor
to pressure.	 If the change is complete, 	 cue = 0 and

from equation (56)
2X* = Y*

The straight line given by this equation is shown dashed
in diagram III.	 If the rotation 'b1* is only partly
removed, then

2X*>Y*

This inequality defines the region below the dashed curve
in diagram III.	 Correspondingly it is true for the
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region above the dotted line that the tangential momentum
imparted to the fluid by the cascade is too large, and
consequently produces a.rotati-on opposite to the inlet
rotation. The parenthe-tical expression of equation (56)'
gives the remaining,or counterrotation,in fractions of
1) 1 * .	 It -.is

f3 = .1 - 1 YY**
2 X*

which may be written

	

2 (1 - f 3 ) X* = Y*	 (57)

In this equation X*,Y* indicates the operating point to
be found. But if X* and Y* are considered as vary-
ing coordinates, e q uation (57) represents a straight line
Passing through the origin of diagram III and the partic-
ular operating point. For X* = 0.5 equation (57) gives,

1 - Y* (0. 5.) = f3

This eq uation shows that

1 cu
	f 3 = ,6 * rw	

(58)
i

can be read directly from the line X* = 0.5 if the ori-
gin is connected to the operating point with a straight-
edge and its intersection with the line X* 	 0.5 is
read off on the scale given in diagram III.

If	 31*	 is small or e qual to zero, it is practical
to replace equation (58) by another formula. After divi-
sion by rw,	 e q uation (55) may be written in the fol-
lowing form:

cud. = ^g 1 * + ^*___^
rw	 cp

*
^g z * +	 Y*	 (59)

2

Formula (59) holds in general, but in practice, is some-
what more inconvenient than equation (58).
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5. Diagram for the Calculation of Energy

Losses in Stationary Guide Vanes

Since the stator does not impart energy to the fluid
medium, it is expedient for the present purpose to calcu-
late the energy losses of the flow through the guide
vanes direct rather than in the form of an efficiency,
According to equations (22) and (11)

2
4p g	 tw ( WQ^*

P	 2	 cos	 \rw^
( rw )

2

With cos	 = wm and eauations (40) and (45), a short
W

calculation gives

XSW(a*)2 f 4 	(60)

where

2 31a

f4 = ^1 + X*
4 J

The curves f4 = constant are straight lines in the X*-,
Y*-coordinates:

(f4 ) a/3 - 1 = X* _ Y*

4

They are plotted in diagram IV of figure 10, Correspond-
ing to any operating point X*,Y*, a value f 4 can be
obtained by interpolation.	 Since by e q uation (45)

CP _ - X*
	

the energy loss for a known XtW is easily

obtained from eauation (60).

The finite blade thickness may be taken into account

by using	 l instead of X in equation (60), Moreover,i	 -
the velocity corrections given in the next section are to
be applied. It may be remarked in conclusion that dia-
grams I and III overlap in their regions of application.
It is therefore possible to use diagram III for the
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calculation of unusual rotors and diagram I for the calcu-
la:tion of extreme stators. 	 The same holds for diagrams
II and IV,

V. NOTE ON THE CONVERSION OF "ISOLATED

WING POLARS TO CASCADE POLAR`S

1., The Corrections Due to B'lade Circulation

In the foregoing division the calavlation of a cas-
cade was based on the profile coefficient

t^ X- ^A +

	

g 1	
E

c ,os S	 cot P)

that is, on the lift coefficient and the glide angle of
the profile in cascade. The lift coefficient may be ob-
tained from theoretical calculations,which, however, fur-
nish no information as to the glide angle f or the max-
imum lift coefficient	 (tA)max.	 It is therefore neces-

sary to resort to experimcntal data.	 Cascade measure-
ments would naturally be most suitable. Un-fortunately,
measurements are so few that experiments on isolated
blades must be resorted to, These can only be applied
directly, however, when the ratio of cascade spacing to
blade chord is so large that the mutual interference of
the cascade profiles'can be neglected.	 This simple con-
dition-does not exist in many practical case,s,.and so the
isolated wing polars must be converted to cascade polars
in a suitable manner.

The problem of applying research data for isolated
wings to profiles in cascade arrangement fre q uently has
been treated_,	 It essentially involves. the following:
Every =Pfofiie of a"ca.-oade finds itself in a disturbance
field bf the othe_, pr,^fi-les; which aze called nc_ghboxing
profiles.	 This field of disturbance exists at the lbca-
tion of th'e-part 6ular profile consideration by visual'-
izing the latter as being removed from the cascade. 	 The
presence of the -neighboring profiles induces a change in
the- -s..tream_v elocity as well.,as. a curvature, of the stream-
lines at the place of the omitted profiler With regard
to"the" -omitted profile these streamlines are called the
"undisturbed" streamlines-of the cascade.	 Thee omitted

L_
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profile, when placed back in this curved flow, naturally
is subjected to different forces from those in the corre-
sponding straight line streamline field. 	 If the angle of
attack of the cascade profile is measured from the mean
stream direction, as defined previously, it is seen that
the linear relation between lift coefficient and angle of
attack is maintained. The lift for zero angle of attack

is altered, however, as is the slope 
dtA, 

which is with
da

the usual terminology,

d tAg	 d tAe
k

da	 da

There are two methods by which the lift coefficient
of an isolated wing can be converted to that of a profile
in cascade: namely, accept the isolated profile without
form change and calculate the corresponding cascade coef-
ficients, or fit the profile shape to the "undisturbed"
flow in such a manner that the coefficients remain un-
changed. The latter procedure is more suitable for the
application_ of data obtained for isolated airfoils.	 This
is especially true when the flow becomes more highly
curved due to the proportionately higher blade solidity.
Practically any normal airfoil has negative curvature
relative to such a flow,and hence exhibits a very un-
favorable form.

The adaptation of the individual airfoi"1 to the
cascade flow is relatively simple by the procedure given
by Betz.	 (See reference 3.) If the airfoil is curved by
this procedure, the lift coefficient of the profile in
cascade is approxitately e q ual to that of the isolated
profile for the angle of attack a, on which the calcu-

lation was based.	 For other angles of attack the lift
coefficient is given by

tAg (a) _ tAe (R.j) + k ddaP	
(a - a j )	 (61)

and E = E (^ A ),	 The factor k is a function of the

solidity	 = zl
	

and that mean stream direction po
2rr r

for which the lift of the profile in cascade vanishes;
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k is given in diagrammatic form by Weinig. 	 (See refer-
ence 4, p. 40.) But since 00 is, for the present, 'un-

known, an approximate value must be assumed for it. (1^n
this instance, it is expedient to use the value So

e'oe + S where aoQ is the zero lift angle of the

isolated airfoil. The value of k found from the k-
diagram with this approximation is used to calculate the

angle of attack a o (1) for which	 g(1)	 0 in equa-

tion (61). The equation 0 0 (2) = a0tl) + b is a second

Approximation,'and the calculation can thfn be repeated.
It is seen that two approximations generally are suffi-
cient for the determination of k.

2. The Corrections for Finite Profile Thickness

The Betz procedure takes account only of the blade
profile circulation distribution, which, as for an- iso-
lated airfoil, is determined by the profile mean line.
The results . accordingly are applicable only to very thin
profiles. In practice, however , ,' it frequently happens
that the profile thickness in high solidity cascades is
no longer negligible. To take this into 'account, the
profile mean line , is visualized as being inflated by a
source distribution. For this purpose the profile ordi-
nates are measured from 'the profile mean line, and the
length s along the mean.line measured fx`om the leading
edge is chosen as abscis9a. 	 Let yS(s) and YD(s) be

the, ordinates of the suction and pressure sides. 	 The
sources distributed on the profile mean line introduce
equal and opposite normal velocities vn on both sides:

of the.-.mean lime. The magnitude of the normal velocity
follows from the kinematic boundary condition on suction
anal pressure sides:

d	 _ _ z
is y  - - ds yD

	 w

or

°n 	 1 d (y,$	 y^)
w	 2 ds

For w the constant average velocity can be used (by way
of a first approximation). , which prevails in the position
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of the profile under consideration when the latter is vis-
ualized as being omitted from the cascade. 	 Surrounding
the element de with a control line affords

2vn ds = q(s) ds

where q(s) is the density of source strength, and finally

q. (s) = W ds (y S	 y D )	 (62)

The neighboring blades can be replaced by this superposi-
tion of sources and circulation of Betz. It can be shown
that the disturbances introduced by the sources are
smaller than the vortex disturbances. 	 For this reason,
it is sufficient to assume the source distribution along
the straight profile chord and to calculate the disturb-
ance velocities arising therefrom at the profile chord
location of the omitted profile. If the origin of the
coordinates is fixed at the leading edge of the omitted
profile, the coordinates of a source element are (fig.11)

X1 = $' cos S,	 T' = vt - s' sin 8	 (63)

where t = 27rr , and -- cc < v <-1, l < v <	 The co-
z

ordinates of a starting point on the omitted profile
chord are

X = s cos 6,	 T = - s sin 8	 (64)

If a 2 = (x t - x)
21 + (T I - T) 2 the potential of a source

element at the point	 x 1 .,T 1	 is

o(s') cis' In a

G T1

The disturbance velocities of the source element are
given by differeLtiation with respect to x and T,	 re-
spectively:

dv	 =	 (d^) =	 9(s^) ds^ x' - xm	 o x	 2n	 as
(65)

dv u -	 (d^D) _ _ a ( s' ) ds' T' 
2 

T

0 T	 2rr	 a
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It is assumed for simplicity that s' - s is small com-
pared to ,ot. Then approximately

r

a 2 = (Vt ) 2 ^1 - 2 s 

vt 
s sin 8

With equations (63) and (64), equation ( 65) becomes,

after neglecting terms of second and higher powers of

CUt

q.(s' ) do  (sr - s) cos 6dv m =	
27 (-vt )-ii-

dvu = _ o- s
r ) .dz r CUt + (e l - s) sin 8^

2Tr (v t )

The disturbance velocity at the point x,T is obtained
by integration and summation over the source elements of
all the neighboring profiles. 	 Since the integral along

Z

the entire chord	 q(sr) ds r 	must vanish on grounds of

0

continuity, it simplifies to

CD	 ^Z

cos 8	 1
v m - -	 z	 2 q(s r ) s r dsr

rr t	 U
U =I	 o

cc	 ,Z

vu 	sin 8	 1	 q(s') s' dsrll	
17t2
	 V2

V = 1	 0

Substituting the approximate expreasion, eouation (62),
for q(s) and integrating by parts results in

Z

q(s') sr do' = - w /
 (YS - YD) ds r = - wF

0	 0
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where F is the prof41a sectton area. let V = Di a ; then
:it 1s plain that A. Vs the ratio of the mean profile
thickness to the profile chord. With

1 ^

2

v a	 6
v=i

finally,

n ^avm = W. cos S 
6 

D

(66)

vu ,_ W s in 6 n D x a
6

a
Since the quantity	 DA	 is normally small, equations

(66) represent small velocity Corrections. To include
them, it _ o eu. ff_igien^ to .change the mean velocity (mean
of entran,ed .'a^fl - Xtt. Ve,I.oaity . ) at the omitted profile
looation, V. tihe dgrr,eation.s given previously. Moreover,
6	 a. since_ (x is ugually small, 6 can be re-
placed by s in equation (66).'	 It is, evident from
the dtagra,ms that

w cos S - w cos S = wm

-W s.in	 *^:.T w sin S = 
W 

and, after introduction : of the dimensionle-es'COefficients,

vM = 40 * 
rr 

D 
^2

rw	 0 6

(67)

2'id1	

_ 
X

60»1 
+ 4 20*^ 6 D 

N2

The subscript v for Cp*, ) I *, and Q$* indicates that

these quantities refer to the uncorrected velocities cor-
responding to infinitely thin blades. 	 For rotors and

'The' substitution of ^ for 6 is equivalent to the
assumption that the sources and sinks lie on the"undis-
turbed" cascade streamline defined in section V, 1.
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stationary guide vanes vl-th entrance rotation other than
zero, the last equation because of equation (45), can be
written in the form

vu - - 6 *( i ,^ Y.o)
n 

Daa
rw	 ° i \	 4 6

This formula is impractical for cascades with small ^0*1•
This applies in particular to guide vanes according to
section IV, 4.	 To obtain a useful formula for this case,
also the second of equation (67) is rewritten in the form:

vu	 ^'^ 0 *1 rr	 a
(bo* 1 +	 *

rw 
	 ^0 2cp

0
	6

+ CP 4 * yo*1 
6 

D ^a

It is plain from ecuation (66) and figures 12 and 13 that
the direction of the disturbance velocity arising from
the finite profile thickness is in the image direction to
the profile chord along the x-axis.	 Therefore, besides
the increase in throughfl.ow velocity, there is a reduc-
tion in angle of attack in retarded flow (pump cascade,
fig. 12), and an increase in angle of attack in accel-
erated flow (turbine cascade ., fig. 13),	 These facts in
most cases might be the cause of the apparent discrepan-
cies in the experimental check of the theoretical conver-
sion formulas for the lift coefficient.

To- use the: dltigrams .givers in section IV,,. the correc-
tions for the throughfljw velocity and for the initial
rotation are added, whence

^*	 ^0* 
C1 + 6 D ^2^\	 (68)

^ 1 * = t̂ 0*1
40 ^ 6 D 

^2^

C
or

X91* _ b0*1, rl	 K D Ta^ - TO y o* n D Xz

\\	 6	 J	 4	 6

4ntering these values in formulas (45), wh.il.e neglecting
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second and higher powers of 6 D^ 2 , gives

X = X 0 r 1 + (2 - Y—o1 '—' D ^2^
or

L	 `	 4/ 6

X* = XO* /1	 D X21. - Yo e TT 	 N2 I
3	 24

and	 f	 (69)

I Y	 Yo
— n D X2

t	 4) 6	 j

Y*	
y

- 	 o

I	 1 + 6 DX 2

In addition

m -*- 1+ 6 A X2cno	 CPO
and according to equation (38)

+ 6 D ^ 2 )	 (70)

The tangential exit velocity is calculated with eouation
(49), (56), or (59) according to e q uation (68) or (69),
respectively,	 However, since the tangential velocity
contribution due to the finite blade thickness decreases
rapidly outside of the cascade, this contribution must be
subtracted from the calculated value thus giving, for in-
stance, instead of eouation (49)

cue = j* ( 1 - Y\ + 1 - vu
1W	 `	 2.)	 r;u

= 6 0 * 1 1 - r l - Y ^ , D N2, 1/1 - Y^
C	 4 J 6	 2J

+ 1 + t^0*1 ( 1 - 1011  D X2

'30*1 (1 — 2-0 ) + 1	 01)
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Similarly,, instead of equations (-56) and (59),

cu
2 =
	 0*'1 fo.3 -	 (72)

rw

u`2 = ^o* I + Q)^* Y o *	 (73)
rw

3. General Remarka on the Applicability of Measurements

on Isolated Profiles to Profiles in Cascade

The discussion of the applicability of isolated air-
foil polars to cascade calculations is condluded with the
observation that according to the experimental investiga-
tions by Christiani (reference 5) the glide angles for
pump cascades are slightly higher and those for turbine
cascades slightly smaller than those for isolated pro-
files. There is no influence practically on the 	 to	 -max
values for the case in question, for example, pump cas-
cades.	 In contrast, the dependence on Reynolds number is
no longer negligible according to the measurements made
by 0. Walchner on the G6ttingen 622-25 profiles (refer-
ence 6). The operation of the thicker hub profile at a
Reynolds number based on profile chord below about 0.8
X 10 5 to 1 x 10 5 particularly should be avoided.	 The
measurements of F. Gutsche (reference 7') show that the
characteristics of the flow about the profile change very
unfavorably below this critical Reynolds number: The
profile drag increases considerably and separation of
flow occurs at a much smaller angle of attack than above
the critical Reynolds. number.

Another important fact is pointed out: In the ex-
perimental investigations on profiles in cascade for
which a plane flow between two paralle] walls is used,
secondary flows arise, which are well known from curved
flow investigations. They are due to the fact that the
stream velocity in the neighborhood of the wall,is
smaller than at mid:hannel,and the positive and negative
pressures are Correspondingly lower at the blad.e tips.
The situation is schematically shown in figure _14. 	 There
is a pressure drop in the direction of the arrows. This
pressure drop deflects the boundary-layer flow resulting

L
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in the mentioned secondary flow. Conditions ahluld be
similar for stationary guid-o vanes.	 It is different, how-
ever, for rotors: It appears that the superposed tangen-
tial- velocity of A he profile secti.,gn causes, on the one
hand, a much smaller drop in velocity toward the (outer)
wall, especially when the characteristic cp* is small,
and,on the other hand,a simultaneous change in angle of
attack.	 In addition to thie,there is the centrifugal de-
flection of the boundary layer about which little is known,
however. All these phenomena act together in such a man-
*er that for the rotors described later the circulating
flows of the previously described type were in no case ob-
served in the neighborhood of the outer wall, but were very
atrongly evident in the neighborhood 3f the hub. To make
the boundary layer flow visible, a blade was covered with
the sensitized paper "Ozalid." Dy means of a bent
(clamped) tube about 3 millimeters in diameter a thin am-
monia stream with the local velocity could be introduced
into the flow before the rotor. The trace of the ammonia-
air mixture on the Ozalid covered blade was dyed blue.
Figure 15 shows the resulting streamline picture. The de-
flection of the flow on the suction side is clearly per*
Ceived. Although these s,tr.eam pictures provide some
4jualitative insight into,the progresz of the secondary
flow through the rotor,, these phenomena still need further
exploration before the secondary flows observed in sta-
tionary cascades and in rotors can be correlated.	 These
secondary flows can influence considerably the pressure
changes at high blade loadings. But on the basis of the
foregoing remarks the conversion of pressure measurements
on cascades to rotors must be regarded, for the present,
as very uncertain.

VI. APPRAISAL AND DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTIC CASES

1. General Conclusions for Rotors

Subsequent to the foregoing discussion of the prin-
cipal data for the blower calculations, it is appropriate
to present several ap p raisals and in conjunction discuss
some typical cases of blower construction. The effect of
the thickness correction is illustrated on a worked out
problem. For the cases gonsidered here N' = N. 	 Since
the glide angle E is small relative to unity at normal
angles of attack, equation (43) can be approximated ti
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K = ^^.Ag 	(74)

Small values of cot S are naturally ruled out. This
formula and diagrams I and III afford a convenient survey
of the existing possibilities. By reason of

.1 2
^*	

W ra/	
and cp* = 

^ VT)

equations (50) and (45) give for a rotor

	

Y -
	

^V_ ^ r 8
^ 2

r^i^ l * ^r^	 (75)
X=-pra

ty j * r

For a rotor without entrance guide vanes, 73 1 * = - 1.	 If
the total pressure rise Ap g ,	 the tangential velocity

r aw, and the throughflow velocity c m are given, then

* and cp are defined. 	 The rotor efficiency is about
constant over the entire rotor cross section when
E = Emin is sa chosen that the operating point of the

sections in diagram I lies on a concave upward parabola
(see equation (75})with vortex at the origin Pf the Co-
ordinates.	 That is, 'the X- Y-points corresponding to
the neighborhood, of the hub section lie farthest from the
origin.	 Since t Ag is restricted upward equation (74)

gives a simple estimate of the necessary solidity X.
For a fairly high pressure coefficient	 W	 and a small
hub diameter, h becomes very large for sections near
the hub. But according to existing experimental knowl-
edge it seems advisable to avoid high solidity. 	 Besides
an increase in angular velocity,which is limited by tech-
nical difficulties for the most part, there are essen-
tially two possibilities to keep the solidity small:
Fake the hub rotor ri/ra	 large. This shortens the

parabola discussed previously, but, at the same time, it
increases the throughflow velocity and neriCe X for
fixed outside diameter, so that the parabola is shifted
to the right in the X-,Y-diagram. Figure 7 thus shows
that both measures reduce K and hence, from equation
(74), the necessary solidity.
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The first of formulas(75) shows a further possibility
of decreasing Y and hence,.in general, K. In the case
of right-hand rotation,

	

_	
2

$ 1 * = - 1 + 
1 \r

al	 (76)
r

The subscript 1 denmtes a plane before the rotor
but behind the entrance guide vanes. The absolute value
of sal* accordingly can be increased by using the en-
trance guide vanes to pre-twist the fluid Appositely to
the rotor direction of rotation. By eauation (75) this
method reduces Y efficiently. By the second formula
of (75), X is reduced proportionately, the operating
point X,Y of diagram I lying on the straight li*Le con-
necting the origin and the point corresponding to
til l '* = - 1. The pre-twisting decreases K more effec-
tively as the angle between the tangent to the curve
K s constant and this straight line is greater. This is
the case primarily in the left part of diagram I; hense
a pie-twist appears advisable only for small throughflow
velocities.

Formula (51) shows that pre-"twisting	 ( .6 1 * < - 1)

lowers the efficiency of a rotor. For the rest, the ef-
ficiency depends largely on f 1 for fixed 5 1 *,	 since

the factor of f l in eouRtion (51) becomes very large
for good glide angles, Diagram II (fig. 8) shows f l as

a function of X and Y. For constant Y, f l has its

maximum value on the straight line cot R = 1. This line
connects, according to th,Q developments of IV,2, the
points X = 0, Y = 4 and Y = 0, X = 1. For good rotor
efficiency, the operating point must be designed to fall
in the neighborhood of this straight line.	 This condi-
tion governs the choice of rate of speed, the choice of
pre-rotation, but above all, the choice of ri/ra, 	 since

for fixed outer diameter and given delivery volume, the
throughflow,velocity and hence X is a function of the
hub ratio.

For vanishing throughflow velocity - that is, X = 0 -
there is f l = 0.	 In this case the efficiency is inde-
pendent of E according to equation (51) and is solely a
function of fa for fixed b i *.	 Since f 2 increases

with Y, usef ,.:l efficiencies for very small throughflow
velocities are obtained only with large Y.
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The factor f 2 loses its effect on the efficiency

at all but small distances from the y-axis. 'It is evi-
dent from formula (51) and diagram II (fig. 8) that for
fixed b 1 *, there is a general tendency for the rotor
efficiency to increase with i.ncreasing Y - that id,
higher loading.	 The giide angle is, of course, assumed
to be independent of the loading. This is true, however,
only in a certain range, so that the maximum efficiency
of a rotor family of th.e same profile first increases
somewhat with the loading but then decreases. 	 (See ref-
erence 8.)

2. General Oonclusions for Guide Vanes

Similar conclusions for stationary guide vanes are
easily secured with the aid of diagrams ILI and, IV (figs.
9 and 10). However, the following problem is pointed out:
The exit guide vanes have the task of converting the en-
ergy of the tangential velocity component into pressure.
In those cases in which the tangential exit velocity com-
ponents are not found disturbing, it is profitable to in-
sert exit guide vanes only when the surrender of the ki-
netic energy of rotation would i-mply a perceptible loss.
The question of the magnitude of this energy therefore
arises. The tangential component of the absolute exit
velocity of the rotor is by e q uations (49), (76), and
(50),

cue - ^^ + Vt 1 ra

	

r aw	 1	 2T1,/ r

The subscripts i and 2 denote the planes before and
behind the rotor.	 This e q uation yields the ratio of the
kinetic energy corresponding to cue to the energy gain

through the rotor:

	

^	 a

	

C

cu t \)
	

{/

r aw / 	 1 + 2^1	 , r a

{	
a	 (77)

VW	 V<	 \ r

If a pre-rotation opposite to the direction of rotor ro-
tation is imparted to the fluid by a set of entrance
guide vanes, then b 1 < 0 in the case of right-hand
rotation: For b 1 =	

2n
	 cue vanishes so that no exit
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guide vanes are necessary. With fixed entrance guide
vanes, however, this condition is fulfilled only for a
single operating condition.	 The pre-rotation imparted to

°	 the fluid by fixed entrance guide vanes is directly pro-
portional to the axial throughflow velocity (eauation
(59)), while the pressure coefficient, as shown later,
normally increases with decreasing throughflow velocity.

Since the tangential velocities behind the fan have
a disturbing effect in wind tunnels with closed return
passage, fans without exit vanes are useful only for tun-
nels with a single jet cross section.	 The minor changes
in fan—operating condition introduced by the variable
model drag are negligible. Wind-tunnel fans designed for
operation with different jet cross sections must be fitted
with exit guide vanes. These are easily constructed by
means of diagram III, so that the exit rotation vanishes
for all the operating conditions which might arise, 	 For
instance, if a high solidity N > 1.43 is chosen (see
reference 4, p. 42), the direction at the exit of the
guide vanes is independent of the entrance direction,
For the design of guide vanes complying with the Condi-
tion of no rotation at the exit over a large operating
range, the procedure is as follows:	 Select two possible
operating conditions X*, Y* from the rotor exit veloc-
ities and the condition of no rotation at exit.	 For this
purpose only X* needsto be ascertained,and Y* is
chosen to lie on the dotted line in diagram III, accord-
ing to section IV, 3. Then read off the coefficient K
and tan 0 from diagram III for each cascade section.
Since the angle difference QS for both operating condi-
tions is e q ual to the difference in angle of attack,
equations (74) and (61) yield the eouation

QK = Xk 
d Ae
da

from which Xk can be calculated, The corresponding a
is then easily obtained by means of a diagram showing the
cascade factor k as a function of 1/X, 	 (See reference
4.) The angle difference 6^,	 or	 must be small
enough to lie within the range of angles of attack for
which the profile flow adheres. This specification of
the solidity gives two possible operating points of the
exit guide vanes which lie on the dotted lire of diagram
III.	 This means that the flow at exit from the guide
vanes is free from rotation. 	 All other operating points
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of the specified guide vanes for which the prof.ile flow
adheres will lie on the dotted line of,diagram III.
Rotation-free flow will no longer obtain when separation
of flow sets in.

Incidentally it should be noted that it is, not al-
ways advantageous to convert all the rotation to pressure
by means of exit guide vanes. 	 For instance, if a diffuser
is used to convert.the axial velocity into pr--essure;, the
diffuser efficiency can be considerably increased by means
of a small rotational velocity. 	 (See reference 9.)

3. Rotor Design

For the discussion of rotor design the throughflow
condition (equation (2 .3)) i9 utilized.	 From eauations

(45) and (50) p ,^ = 1 *\\w hich entered in,equation (23)
2 n

gives, after a short calculation:

a
( T22 _ 

CP1 2 _ 
^	

1	 + ^ 1	 a 	 }.	 a1	 3ff1 (78)6 	 ) - ^ R` C2rt	 )1 6R Cn} 8 Cart R TR-]J

The discussion is, for the present, limited to rotors
without entrance guide vanes.	 In this case	 0 and
equation (78) becomes

a (CP 
2 - 

CP 
2 ) _ 'n - 1 * 1 a	 1V + * ar	 (79)6  2	 1	 R2 2n J 6R ^r) r aR

In the normal working range of a good rotor r is ap-
proximately constant; hence the last term on the right-
hand side likewise vanishes. If the fan sucks the fluid
from a large reservoir in which it is practically at rest,
then Cp l is constant over the cross section with the use
of a proper entrance duct.	 In the event that CP2 itself

is to have a unifo -rm distribution, either r = R2 --, or

the pressure coefficient W must be constant over the
rotor cross section according to equation (69). 	 The
first condition will be analyzed later. The second con-
forms with the considerations of the introduction.

If a uniform axial velocity distribution is speci-
fied for both the operating condition of the design
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calculation and the neighboring range, a well defined
distribution of section solidity X must be chosen. To
fix this distribution ., the design operating point of
every rotor section is marked in diagram I. To illustrate,
if the throughflow coefficients Tj and the pressure coef-
ficients V j are given, the design operating points are

/	 a
defined by X j = Tj ra , Y J = (^	 I ra	 The rotor effi-

r	 ^^1Ji VT-)
ciency must next be estimated, but with the aid of dia-
gram II and the first approximation for the operating
point X J , Y j ,	 this estimate  can be improved, Fixing the

solidity of any one section of radius rl enables the
entire X-J ,characteristic of the section to be con-
structed with the aid of the profile polar. Then select
an operating point Xh (r l ), Y h (r l ) of this characteris-

tic, which does not coincide with the design operating
point.	 According to equation (79) (p2 = cp l 	ana P11(r)

CPh (r, )	 since cp = 2 (cp, + cp l j ,	 on the assumption that

*h and rh are themselves constant for this operating

condition over the .rotor cross section,	 On this basis
the corresponding operating point R of the other sections
are directly indicated:

2

Xh (r) = rl Xh ( r l ), Yh(r) _ ^rl^ Yh(rl)r

The accompanying values of Kh (r) and the angle differ-

ences AA(r) = 4,a(r) = Ph (r) - 0 i (r) permit the calcula-

tion of the solidity exactly as for the exit guide vanes.
The result is a blade chord distribution, which decreases
greatly toward the outer section.

In the event that the energy of the entering flow
exhibits considerable nonuniformities, it will be en-
deavored to fill these "energy holes" with additional
energy from the rotor. A typical representative of this
case is the open-,jet wind tunnel with fan situated close
behind the collecting cone. The thickness of the bound-
ary layer before the blower is of the order of magnitida
of half the collecting tube radius.	 If the static pres-
sure in the entrance cross section is equal to zero, the

total pressure, referred to 2p(r aW) 2 , in the entrance
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cross section is given by -CPI 2. The requirement of con-

stant total pressure behind the rotor is synonymous with
W = constant - cp 1 2 .	 The constant is specified by the

energy level necessary to overcome the throttling.	 In
this case, too, there is a constant efficiency over the
entire rotor cross section; hence equation (79) can be
written in the following form:

a	 2	 constant - cp 'l a	 2

aR 
(^a )	 2'n' R 2	aR (^1)

The cp 2 distribution corresponding to a given ep 1 dis-
tribution can be calculated by this e q uation. The
throughflow velocity in the plane of the rotor is then

likewise known: cp = 2 ( cp l + cp 2 ),	 Since T(r)	 as-well

as *(r) are then given, the design operating point in
diagram I is fixed for every section. The distribution
of solidity to give uniform total head distribution be-
hind the rotor for the neighboring operating points is
found the same way as in the previously discussed case.

Analogous considerations can be made for rotors with
entrance rotation_.	 If 6 1 (r) = constant, the above line
of reasoning is not charged, except that equation (78)
must be chosen as starting point instead of equation (79).

4. Estimate of the Throughflow Distribution

In conclusion, a number of simple model problems are
worked out, which enable the designer to appraise the re-
sults of his measures.

For entrance guide-vanes, b1 = 0, On the assumption

that the distribution of the energy losses over the cross
section of the stator is uniform, equation (24) yields:

a	 2	 2	 l	 a (^^ )2 _ 1	 a (,
4 a )2	

(80)
aR 

( cP l	 ^2 )
	 R2 aR	 - R2 bR

This e q uation indicates that for X5 2 = constant there is

no change in the throughflow distribution through the
guide vanes.
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An attempt was made to have guide vanes impart to
the air a rotation increasing linearly with the distance
from the axis (reference 9), in which case b2 = CR,

where C is a con g t'aht. Introducing this value intro
equation (80) readily,affords

cp 2 2 = cp12 + 2C a In8+ 	 constant
	

(81)

4pa accordingly 'incr'eases without limit for R = 0 and
drops quickly with increasing radius. The throughflojw
condition is not valid for such a marked variation, since
it was assumed for its deviation that Q^p = Cp l - cp l 	is

small of the first order.	 At any event, e q uation (81)
indicates correctly the character of the Plow- because,
apart from the fact that the desired tangential velocity
in the attem p t cited previously was not completely at-
tained, a strong displacement of the axial flew in the
sense of equation (81) was experimentally established.

As previously stated, the deflection of the flow
through entrance guide vanes is proportional to the
throughflow velocity (equation (59)).	 If the gu;.de vanes
are designed so that	 is constant for constant through-

flow velocity, then	 Cop, where	 C is a constant.

By neglecting a quadratic term in 4CP,	 2( ;P 1 2 - CP 2 ) can

be substituted for	 (cp 1 2 - Cp 2 2 ) and equation (80) be-

comes

6 
(^P 2 ) =	 1	 a ( ^ 1 4 )

dR	 1 + l ^C a 3R

2 ^R

Since	 1	 < 1, this equation shows that every2
1 +2^R

"valley" in the c) l distribution i* more or less

strongly smoothed out - that is, most strongly in the
neighborhood of the hub.

The most imp ortant case for exit guide vanes is that
in whi-h the fluid leaves the guide vanes in purely axial
direction, where v 2 = 0 and to = - 1J 1 . On the hypoth-

esis that the en=rgy loss npg is constant over the

whole cross section, e quation (24) yields
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(^22 )
	 d (^12 ) + R d (^ 12^R 	 )

Here also there is no change in throughflow distribution
for Ab _ - o 1 = constant.	 If 1) 1 	 increases toward the
outs,id.e . , cp 2 	exhibits a stronger increase toward the out-

side than (p, t	 and v,i.ce ve:^s,a.	 Th.e boun,ctary' layer on
the outer wall:-merita.'p articular . at ;t.e-nti.o.n.	 Owing to t_he
tip ,.c•l:ear,a4c,e., the. ro_tat,ian behind, the . rotor decreases

toward the wall. Henced
R 	

1 2 ) < 0 in the neighbor-

hood of the olifei` wall,' and from the preceding equation
it follows that the boundary layer of the cp 2 distribu-

t 
I 
6ii is worse than .that •of. the cp S ;dl.str^butlon..

The 1 condition s, -at the rotor are mast. diffic ,zIt, to
survey.. To arrive in some degree at genera.]. .formulas for
this rase, .sweeping. si..mpl, ftcations, which lessen the
value. of : the ,appraisals, m^ZS . t be ' made	 n, spite of I this,
however,- the •cualitativ.G, nsight provi'a0d by the formulas
is useful.

According tp:Figure..6,. the . prof ile angle of Attack
increases with decreasing throughflow velocity. 	 So long
as the flow does not separate, the coefficient K also
increases with decreasing Cp. 'Diagram . I indicates'that

the same fact applies to Y and hence to' 	 If

Cp	 are the characteristics serving as basis of the

design, the function Ŵ (co)	 in the neighborhood of the

design point can be represented by a Taylor series, of
which only the f_rst term is retained. Worked out ex-
amples show that a goc" approximation is obtained for
ti

(QP),	 except when separation of flow occurs.	 Thus,

(cp,R) _	 (cpj) + a(R) C cp j - cp'

where the coefficient a(R) is always positive. Differ-
entiation wi.th respect to R yields

(C ^ - P) as - a a-

6R	 .6 P.	 6R
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By entering
tion to	 151

2(cp 2 - CP12

a^P CP + a ^n
aR	 4

these values into equation (78),
constant and r = constant with

leaves:

a^1

R2 (2r 	 1 ^ 	 _ ^1 
aR

the limita-
CPa 2 - T12

	

cP j - cP ,n - 1

+ 	
1 a s

+	 4	 R2 ^ 
yr

2n	 1 R aR

If 4CP is assumed small compared to CP 1 , cP1 can sub-

stitute for q) in the preceding equation, so that

aCP	 C1	 aCP,

6  —	
A 

r^ — 1	 +	 aR
P3,4

+	 L	 R2 ^2n 

+ 1	 R	 2r	 as	 (82)

	

4 
CP1 

+ a n - % ( ^j + ^1J

	

aR
4	 R ^jr,	 J

For a rotor design in which the solidity distribution was

defined for cp 1 = constant, the curves of , ( cP)	 for all

sections coincide, and aR = 0.	 Since, at the same time,

a cp 1
aR = 0, then CP itself must be constant with CP I =

constant, in agreement .eith the conclusions of previous
arguments.

The condition 6R = 0 is, for the present, retained.
It depends solely on the choice of	 distribution,
hence is given by the blade design. 	 If the cp 1 	 distri-

bution has local hills or valleys, these are eitherac- \

centuated or weakened depending on whether 
L
n - 12 + ^1)^

is negative or positive. 	 The effect of this bracketed
expression is so much greater as cp l	is smaller.	 The

sign changes for:
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^
1. = 2(Rz

c r

For fixed 'd l 	and r, 1 J cr is smaller Closer to the//

hub.	 If the fluid is given a rotati'on opposite to the

rotor direction of rotation, then 15 1 < 0 and	
W

C^) c r

becomes greater.

The fact that for W> C^/
	

the hills or valleys
,n 	 I cr

of the axl l velocity distribution are accentuated by the
fan may be regarded as a manifestation of instability of
the rotor flow. For

CP + 4 [n -+ , z9 	 1 = 0
L
	 ( -L
	 J

the variation of the nonuniformities of the cp l distribu-
tibn increases without limit and has, besides, an indef-
inite sign.	 In fact, difficulties arise on rotors with
high pressure coefficients which seem to indicate insta-
bility of flow even for those operating conditions at
which flo.^r separation likely has not yet occurred. The

critical value of 1̂ *)	 itself appears to be substan-.
\7l/cr

tially lower than that given by the formulas if'figure'd
with the high average efficiency of the theory. This
discrepancy probably is due to the fact that, on the one
hand, the local efficiency may be ve"ry much smaller than
the average efficiency, and on the other, that the
throughflow condition is, on principle, not suitable for
stability investigations; since stationary conditions had
been assumed in its derivation in the beginning, An ex-
tension of th.e theory in this direction is under way.

as
If aR + 0, the - second term on the right-hand side

of equation (92) also must be noted. 	 In this term the
expression	

rl
cpy + 4 Lit - F22	

.211 + X91'
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plays the same role as precviously. The following is
limited to

a condition which, according to the preceding developments,
probably is a necessary premise for practical rotor design.
In this case, the sign of the second term of equation (82)

ba
is the sign of ( CP^ - CPi) 6R' As is subsequently shown,

only positive values of aR occur so that the second

term on the right of equation (82) effects, for cP l < cPj,
a reduction of the throughflow velocity in the neighbor-
hood of the hub and an increase at greater distances from
the hub. The opposite holds true for ^P 1 > Ti.

In conclusion, the influence of a nonuniform axial
velocity on the total efficiency is briefly discussed.
If the entire total head is counted for the efficiency,
the distribution of axial exit velocity is of no impor-
tance.	 It is different when the exit kinetic energy is
to be recovered.	 In this case, a diffuser must be used
behind the fan to convert the exit,kinetic energy to pres-
sure. Let cmin be the smallest absolute velocity in a

cross section behind the fan but before the diffuser, in
which, moreover, the static pressure has become constant.
Then, as is easily evident from Bernoulli's equation, at

the most,	
12	 min

PC 2	is recoverable.	 The nonuniform axial

exit velocity distribution thus has an unavoidable exit
loss in consequence.	 On the other hand, it is also con-
ceivable that the diffuser efficiency can be bettered by
a velocity distribution which increases outwardly.	 Ex-
periments of this kind are unfortunately not available,
so that the question of the influence of the axial exit
velocity distribution on the fan efficiency must, for the
present, remain unanswered.
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VII. EXPERII,ENTAL AND THEORET-ICAL INVESTIGATI'ON OF

THREE ROTORS AND -TWO STATORS

1. Description of Test Stand, Calibrations

Figure 16 show3 the layout of the test stand.- I-t
consists of a tube 4 meters (13.1 ft) in length and 500
millimeters (19.7 in.) in diameter; its inlet side Is
enlarged to form a well-rounded, broadly faired entrance
cone. The streamline hub is built into the tuber, i t s
maximum diameter being 250 millimeters (9.85 in.). 	 The
forward part of the hub is held 1)y thr es- fired struts
and is designed. to carry the bearing for the rotor. The
rear part of the hub is carried by the guide vanes and at
the tip by three faired struts.

The shaft leading from motor to the head of the hub
is faired.	 The motor is mounted so as to be free to
swing on both its shaft ends.	 It carries a scale arm by
which the torque can be measured.

Several difficulties were encountered in the deter-
mination of the scale zero, because the ball bearings,
when stationary, have comparatively great friction. But
after the ball bearings were washed clean, the zero point
could be determined with sufficient accuracy. The slight asymme-
tries of the rotor were eliminated by weighing in numer-
ous rotor positions.

The determination of the pure rotor torque requires
the subtraction of the bearing friction torque from the
measured torque. The usual bearing friction measurement,
which consists of an extrapclation of the torque to zero
angular velocity, proved to be very unreliable because
the motor angular velocity could not be made small enough.
For this reason, the zero rotation torque was determined
with rotating hub and rotor blades removed. Check meas-
urements with rotating shaft but concurrently removed
rotor hub proved the hub bearing friction negligibly
small.

The motor speed was measured by a revolution counter
operating for 1 minute. The revolution counter was in-
serted electromagnetically by means of slip rings driven
by a small synchronous motor. The time scale could be
adjusted very conveniently by small modifications of the
contact path.
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A diaphragm was attached at the end of the test stand
for throttling, the opening being variable 'my means of a
valve and cover plates. To inelude the region of very
small throttling, the diaphragm A was removed for several
measurements and a diffuser put in its place.

For the quantity measurement, the wall was pierced
at I. With v I denoting the velocity in the cross sec-

tion at the test station, Bernoulli's equation gives, on
the assumption of vI. = constant over the cross section:

vI =	 P (-pI )

The thruughflow volume 1s obtained by multiplication
'with the entrance cross section F T .	 This formula.i.s not

strictly valid because of the boundary layQr formation,
and must be corrected by a pipe fac:to:.	 This was deter-
mined by careful measurements of the velocity distribu-
tion.	 It is

J P
where f = 0.985

The total head difference was recorded by means of
the pierced wall.station II. On the assumption of con-
stant velocities in cross sections I and II

P FI a
6p g = 6p + 2 cIa \FII

	
- 1

Where Ap is the difference in wall pressure and FII

the cross section of Measuring pla:ae II,	 Since the diam-
eter of the shaft casing tube i;; (- . L)' ,.y 50 m.0.1.i.maters,
FI z F- I ; her ce the last teem Of th.3 p, ez :t01^8 equa.tiOA

can b- ct scountedo	 The pro(,aduft would re more exact
if, ias-i;ead of the preceding equation, the following
average value equation is used:

Opg = 4p + F
1	2 c

ll 2 d - F
	

2 cI2dF
lI	 I

F II	 F 
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The two integrals for the design. operating point were de-
fined experimentally dnd found to be eufficiently coin-
cident; hence the formula AP	 Qp is obtftined again.'

This derivatioA of the preceding formula includes the
small increase of exit energy due to nonuniform distribu-
tion loboundary layer, hub drag) for the design-operating
point.	 For other op.e.rating conditions, the- effect of
greater nonuniformities in increasing the exit ene-rgy,isp
for snmplicity', disregarded eo° that the -formula- given
previously was' regarded as valid .fos all operating condi-
tions.

2. Data on Rotors and Stators

The fans tested were of the. single-stage, axial-flow
typ9, with Oxit guide vanes and without entrance guide
vanes. The common characteristics of the first three eight-
blade rotors were the following: The design operating
point was the same for all three rotors. A pressure coef-
ficient of	 0.188 and a f1Qw coefficient of cq o = 0.45

was specified for the entire fan, including the hub dif-
fuser.	 The total pressure boost set up by the rotor is
naturally to be decreased by the diffuser and the guide
vane losses. The diffuser efficiency was assumed at
ro = -0.85 (see. HtLt.t_e.,. vol, I., 26t,h ed. , p. 377), the
guide vane loss-es being computed according to the formulas
derived in section IV, 5. The corresponding Gnttingen
622 to 625 airfoil sections and those derived by inter-
polation were used in the rotor"blade design, and in such
a way that the thickness 'rati• 6 of ,the profi.l.e from the
hub outward decreased uniformly for all the rotors. The
pr g file angle 8 1 = 90 0 - 8 was so determined that the,

total pressure boost of the rotor for the design operat-
ing point was constant over the entire rotor cross sec-
tion. To be sure, this goal was not entirely achieved.
This was largely due to the fact that the corrections for
finite blade thickness were allowed for by a rough - that
is, excessive average value - since the correction formu-
las in section V, 2 were at the time not yet in existence.
Likewise, the dependence of the polars on Reynolds number
could not be considered. The polar measurements then ex-
isting had been secured at only one Reynolds number.	 It
should also 'be mention-ed that.; through an error, the pro-
file sections near the hub of rotor lI were curved a lit-
tle too much.
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The three rotors of this family differed in the dis-
tribution of their blade chords. Rotor I had a profile
chord linearly decreasing toward the outside; rotor II,
constant; and rotor III, linearly increasing.

The exact data for the three rotors are given in fig-
ures 17 to 19 and in table I. The chord distribution was
secured on the basis of the dimensionless profile chord
with a rotor radius of 250 millimeters (9.85 in.), rather
than the solidity T, as it afforded a clear representa-
tion o-f the chord distribution. The profile ordinates
are given as usual in percent of the 1• ocal profile chord.

The- data for both stators are Shown similarly in
figures 29 and 21 and table II. Stator I had nine blades
shaped from 2 millimeter (0.0787 t..n.) thick sheet.	 The
guide vanes were designed to remove all the rotation at
the design operating point,	 In order to avoid excessive
solidity, the lift coefficient chosen for these operating
conditions was comparatively large, 	 Consequently the
guide vane flow separated at a throttling Trot much greater
than the design throttling. The resultant lower effi-
ciency is discussed later.	 The design of stator I was
based on the cambered circular arc profile with

1 = 0.05	 (reference 10, p. 96), f being the camber and

Z the profile chord.

Stator II also had nine blade$ the design of which
Was based on the cambered G5ttingen 624 airfoil section.
It was hoped that by the use of the profiled blades the
flow would adhere over a large throttling range especially
since, according to the experimental results gained with
guide vane I, the operating condition of rotation-free
exit was shifted toward lower cp o -values - that is,

greater throttling. It is to be noted that neither guide
vane quite satisfied the condition for- rotation-free exit
over a large throttling range postulated in section VI, 2.

3, Recalculation of Rotor and Stator

To insure an easier interpretation of the test data,
the theoretical investigation of the rotors is given first.
The individual cascades of th.e fan are calculated in the
order of their arrangement in the fan installation - that
is, proceeding in free-stream direotion -so that in every
case the distribution of free-stream velocity and of the
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initial, rotation can b,e.regar . ded as known.	 The procedure
iadicated by the foregoing derivations is briefly summa-
tizq& here: Each rotor is visualized as being divided by
mean stream surfaces into cascade sections. The mean
stream surfaces are defined as the rotationally symmetri-
cal stream surfaces corre$ponding to the previously de-
fined mean velocities.	 For each of these sections, the
X-,Y-chera.ctexastic, the efficiency, and the tangential
exit velocity ha,s been calculated by means of the diagrams
of sectlan IV without regard to their mutual influence,
but wJAh allowance f-or the corrections for the circulation
and the thickness., To illustrate the order of magnitude
of these corrections, the cascade effect coefficient k

r
is. shown plotted against R: = r

a 
in figure 22 for the

three rotors .. 'The. -correspondence to the individual rotors
is indicated by .Roman numerals. The factor De c , neces-
sary for the prediction of the effect of finite blade
thickness, is shown as a dashed curve. quantity D is
the ratio of mean profile thickness to chord and,.-because
of the relationship of the GtSttingen 622 to 625 airfoil
sections, is proportional to the maximum thickness d:

D = 0.675 d
1

The calculation of the cascade section characteris-
tics is based on the profile polars converted to infinite
aspect ratio.	 (See reference 6,.p. 108.) By formulas

(61), {43), and (70), X = cos 
6 

is obtained as a func-

tioh of 0, where 0, for the case of right-hand wheel
rotation, must be put equal to S + a; for the sake of
trial, K(^) was calculated for various Reynolds numbers*'
It was found that K is fairly independent of the
Reynolds number. This fact is evident from equation (43)
when considering that, apart from the zone of small angles
of attack, the lift coefficient to increases somewhat

with increasing Reynolds number; whereas the glide angle
E becomes smaller. Obviously this holds only for average
values of cot p.	 If cot 6 is very small,	 K(P) decreases
with increasing Reynolds number; the opposite holds true
for large values of S, To prevent misconceptions, it
should be noted that, in contrast to K((), the effi-
ciency is closely related to the Reynolds number.
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If K(P) 'is known;-the methods given in section
IV, 2 can be used to_determine the $-,Y-characteriatic
of each fan section. The formulas (69) give the transi-

tion to g o ,Y 0 where, in the factor of 
5 

DX 2 , Yo

can be substituted for Y without appreciable error.
For a rotor w ithout initial rotation 60 *1= - 1; and
hence, according to equations (45) and (50),

X 0	 CP 0

Y o s 
In

From the definitions of cpo * and t#* the relations

CPO = R Xo

n - 26t = R2 Yo

are readily derived,

The ensuing sample calculation illustrates the sig-
nificance of k and D, Rotor III, for which the cor-
rection terms are highest according to figure 22, is to
serve for this purpose. The calculation is carried out
at first with cascade effect of the finite blade thickness
as well as the "neighboring circulation' s neglected - that
is, D = 0 and k = 1 are used in all the formulas,
With these approximations the dotted curves of figure 23
are obtained for four sections of rotor I•II. With k as
given by figure 22 but retaining D = 0, the solid curves

of figure 23 are obtained. 	 The curves n (cpo) accordingly

appear to be turned through a comparatively small angle
by the cascade effect coefficient k,	 That is, the rota-
tion is about the design operating point since, for this
point, tAe = tAg owing to the additional profile camber.

The dotted curves in figure 24 agree with the solid
curves of figure 23.	 If the thickness correr,tion D
from figure 22 as well as the cascade effect coefficient
ig taken into account, the solid Curves of figure 24 are
obtained. For the sake of clarity only the curves for
two cascade sections are shown. The effect of finite
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profile thickness manifests lt.sse;lf largely as a shift of
the curves to th . e left.

It would seem, on comparing figures 23 and 24, as if
the . thickness.correction were greater than the circulation
correction. But this is not true because the principal
portion of the circulation correction is anticipated by
the extra camber and does not Appear in figure 23.

To return to the comparison of the calculations for

the three rotors, figures 25 to 27 show the curves ^ (cPo)

for the four sections along with the section efficiencies,
calculated from equation (51) and .diagram II. The curves

(T o ) are, as previously assumed, approximately straight

lines in their principal range. The most apparent differ-
ence among the three rotors is that the slope of the
curves to the yo--axis on rotor I is about the same for

all sections, and becomes so much greater on the other
two rotors as the corresponting sections are farther from

the hub.. If	 a 1^ = -. a (R,Cpo),	 then as is so much
ace o \^1 6R

greater, the faster the profile chord increases toward the
outside. Complete coincidence of the cascade section

curves	 (cpo)	 that is,.	 = 0 - requires a still
n

strdnger decrease of profile chord to the outside than
is the case with rotor I.

Since the hub profile is the same for all three

rotors, the curves * (co o ) and t( cPo) agree almost ex-
In

actly for the cascade nearest to the hub. 	 (Considerations
of the excessive camber of the profiles near the hub are
omitted in the interests of systematic analysis.) On the
other hand, the efficiency curves of the sections farthest
from the hub show further distinctive characteristics of

the three rotors, just as the curves 	 (cPo) did.	 The

efficiency depends primarily on the glide angle E,
which increases sharply at separation of flow. 	 Increase
of glide angle means reduction in efficiency (equation
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(51)), so that the highest cascade section lff.icieneiev
indicate the region in which the flow adheres. The region
of adhering flow on a given profile is defined by a cer-
tain angle of attack range between 'mmin . and amax•
These angles of attack correspond, for fixed blade angle
6, to the stream angles Pmin and 5max, because of
a 9 S - S.... A ohange in .blade angle 6 is, as a result,
accompau.ied by a dieplaoement of the region $i,< P< 6m8z.

It follows from diagram I that larger. 0-values Correspond,
to smaller quo -values, On the other hand, diagram I -
gives a mean stream, angle Bj f or . the preseribe4 looign.

oparati , ag. pojz} ,t t . O no*a eo.o	 ^^..:^ I J ,	 larger 4 j oor.-

reespo d to via ,11-d-v' 
..
dj ,. Since i 41 th:w .*SLMe3 time, the

design operating point corresponds to a definite coeffi-
cient K Z N^ A (ct 3 ), a larger 83 is necessarily associ-

ated with a larger X ( tA (m j ) 'D000"s smaller with smaller
m j ). Summarizing, it may be stated that the region of ad-

hering flow can be shifted toward small (Po--values by in-

creat ng the solidity X. Tho position of the efficieney
curves for the outer sections in figures 25 to 27 con-
firms this argument.

'the~ section eharactearxstlos of figures 25 . to 24 were
obtained without regard to their mutual influence. To
determine an operating condition that will hold simultd-
neously for the entire rotor, the correlation of the
quantity coeffioient Cpo(R) mutt wee determ_ red with the

aid of the throughflow condition. A11 cp-.,L-ralues in
the following calculations refer 	 thin
blades. The subscript o, which ?hoald be used through
out, is omitted for the sake of 	 The through-
flow condition in therform.of eauat .vL. , :?9) is suitable for
the purpose in view. Since the rct -c sucks the air out
of a large reservoir (fig. 16), ^P-i can be assumed con

scant if the small boundary layer development in a prop-
erly designed entrance cone to discounted. wr itijig fur-
ther cpa = T 1, + Acp, cp a a may be put equwl to cP 1 a + abpxgp3.
to the order of approximation maintained so far. Then
the.ti.fferen o•equation corresponding to the differential
equation (7$ gives;
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ocp (RU+ 1 ) -- LCP (Rv )

2cPi CC^
1(R

'^) - 2(R P n (R`v)J	
(RU+^) -.^ (Rv) J

+- n (R ! v)	 n(Rv+1)	 n(Rj )	 (83)
J.

where RV denotes-the calculated section; RI v is a

mean value defined by Rv-< R 1 U <; Rv+1• Tlhfa difference

equation is easily resolved by iteration, when'proceecling
from an assumed distribution cP ( RV ). corresponding to

CP 1 = F	 "( r ) 2Trrdr

F

where F is the throughflow cross section. The corre-

sponding values of	 (RV) and r(Rv) are read from

figures 25 to 27, The quantities (R t v) and n(RIV)

are equaled to

2 ['^
 

(R,)+,) +	 (RV) + and 2  ,,(R,)+, ) +n(Rv
 J 	L.

respectively.	 Substitution into equation (83) yields

ocp( -I) (Rv + 1 ) - di'p (I) (RU)

whence
1

µ r
^^^ ) ( +1) _	 I i p̂	 (Rv+l) ^ACP ( 	(RI ) + constant

L

The constant is determined with the aid of the conditional
equation (25). The first approximation of the cp distri-
bution is

	

CP (1)

	
Y1 + 1 i^cp (1

2
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The calculation is repeated with this approximation until
the (m + 1)th approximation is in sufficiently exact
agreement with the nth.	 The iteration method, as a rule,
converges very quickly, so that by a skillful assumption
of the resulting distribution, a single round of calcula-
tion suffices. Difficulties begin to arise in the region
of separated flow, where the efficiency curves drop very
steeply. The procedure necessarily does not converge
here. Divergence generally means flow separation in the
rotor; hence the rapidity of convergence, in a certain
sense, may be regarded as a criterion for the stability
of the rotor flow.

solutions obtained by the foregoing procedure
are inclicated by thick cross lines in figures 25 to
27.	 In the region of adhering flow the w/T1 distri-
butio.l is somewhat uniformized by the displacement of
the y	 distribution. The opposite is true when the
flog separates. On rotor I the tAmax at the outer

section is already exceeded for y o = 0.324.

The iteration still converges; therefore the throughflow
distribution is still clearly defined. But from the
marked decrease of velocity in the neighborhood of the
wall, it may be concluded that the rotor flow is unstable
at around q^o = 0.324. On rotor II 

theAmax 
is like-

wise first reached at the outer sections.	 Instability is
to be expected for a coefficient cpo of about 0.273.

Moreover, in this particular case the profiles of all the
sections operate simultaneously in the neighborhood of
^Amax' 1'er rotor III on the other hand	

Amax 
occurs

first at the sections near the hub - that is, at a mean
coefficient of To = 0.301 - as a result of the strong

displacement of the throughflow toward the outside. Ac-
cording to the conclusions so far the rotor flow should
separate at the hub for a throughflow coefficient some-
what below that just given.

If the distribution is calculated for a greater num-
ber of mean throughflow coefficients, the rotor charac-

teristics are readily secured: The quantities )L 	 n,

for a definite average throughflow coefficient, are read
off for each section; and the mean values ^f and T) are
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o•btai'ned by integration ,over the whole rotor plane. Fig-
ure 30-%eh,ows the re;su•l . t of this m ,e-an v-Al.ue , formation for
n6t-or= I-II.

.5i r!_ce the c -alculatdon of the guide vanes .manifests
nothing -substantially hew, 'the , procedure is only briefly

indic:dt•ed: The function X(O = cos S is first defined

by mearic'"df the aedtiorf polars for°:each. cascade. se .etj-on•: •:
The ' X*-:' Y 1 -char8,c't -er*iat.ic and th.e- fa.at ,ox	 f3 , expre.ssing
the exit rotation in fractions of the erttr'ance rotation,
are found by means of diagram III and the procedure given

in section-IV, 4.. The energy loss Cp 2 for the particu

lar throughfloW :coefficient at any operating point X*,Y*
of a section can be .obtained from equ.at.i:on (60) with the
aid of diagram IV'. The calculation of '.the .throughflow
distribution is similar to that of the rotor by iteration
of a difference ectuation, which is easily obtained from
egi4ation (24)....The .e.xit values of the -rot_gr, obtained
from the rot.ar ,distribution calculation .for	 aany averge
coefficient. . cQb .,	 serve as. entrance values of cpoj and.
•u ol	 that is 	 En -this particular ca g e ..of; ro.ta,A.on-free,
entrance , Wlto trre rotor, 'gP01	 Coo +. 	 and.

p o i	 '	 (S,•ubscrip:t	 i .,nef-exs, to the -entrance,2 ^11)not o:r
plane. ,of the stator. 	 If the throughflow distribution
p*for` a mean ,ithroughflow coefficient % ''is known,

then th-.e energy-loss itself can b•e calculated from the

*
corresponding value of	 The average energy loss is

again obtained by integration.

4. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental.Results

The rotor efficiency was obtained dir.ec.tly by means
of total pressure measu.rFmentss heforP and be'_,ind the
rotor, although it was carried out along only one radial
4irec.tion.	 however,. .s . ince it is fairly safe to assume
rotational symmetry on the rotor, they should permit a
reliable; .cal.c .la.tt i.an . of the, effi,ci:ency, y , The total head
tube was : ,insensitive to .ang.le;..(±l5o) within "wide limits.
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Nevertheless, the greatest possible care was taken to
head the tube in the stream direction. Figures 28 and
29 show the distribution of total head increase for sev-
eral throughflow coefficients on rotors I and III, re-
spectively, together with the theoretical curves (dashes).
Figure 29 is limited to the experimental curve for
^Po = 0.247 since the profile polars were not measured far

enough to enable a calculation for this throughflow coef-
ficient. Besides, the iteration procedure is not to be
expected to converge for this mean throughflow coeffi-
cient; even here it is apparent that rotor III operates
at a mean coefficient far below cps = 0.301. At this

value, according to the foregoing arguments, the maximum
lift coefficient of the hub section is already exceeded.

Apart from the neighborhood of hub and outer wall,
there is good agreement between the theoretical and ex-
perimental curves. The latter decrease sharply in the

neighborhood of the outer wall ( r z I
J
. This is largely

\ra
due to the clearance losses.	 The increases occurring in
the neighborhood of the hub are probably caused by the
secondary flows mentioned at the end of section V, 3.
The theoretical curve of rotor III shows a sharp decrease
near the hub for co o = 0.316.	 (See fig. 29.) The reason

is that the hub profile at the cited mean throughflow co-
efficient is at an angle of attack fo.r which the polar of
the isolated section already indicates incipient separa-
tion.	 The marked difference between th-eoretical and ex-
perimental total pressure distributions itself suggestz
that the separation phenomena on the hub profile do not
occur in the same manner as on the isolated profile.
Another unusual fact is that at very high loadings the
increases are similar to those at the hub.

The total pressure distributions of figure 29 for
rotor III were integrated over the rotor section, assum-
ing rotational symmetry (besides the total pressure meas-
urements of fig. 28, further measurements were made but
omitted here for clearness)	 The throughflow volume aftt
the torque on the rotor shaft were measured simultaneous-
ly with the total pressure distribution so that the rotor
efficiency can be computed by means of the planimetered
total head increase: 	 If M denotes the torque applied
to the rotor shaft,	 Z the flow per second,	 11	 the
rotor efficiency, 1niiw 

= 6p 	 or in dimensionless
rotation,
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Ti = W cD©

ras w e F
2

M

where F is the cross section of the blade region. 	 The
efficiency obtained is shown as a dotted line in figure
30. The individual test points are identified separately.
Their scatter is a measure of the certainty of the effi-
ciency determination. Figure 30 also shows the measured
total pressure curve W!I) and the curve

_	 1 M

no p r 3 tut 	F2 a

From the definition of efficiency (e q uation (20)),
it follows, by reason of

dM I plrc } u 2 - rc'u l ) c m 2,rdr

that

n
dry

F
n th	 no 

2 ra3W2

From two applications of the mean value theorem of inte-
gral calculus, it can be concluded that n is approxi-
mately e qual to rlh. Likewise:

7	 M	 f W

o p r 3, w 2 F ry ^r1 t h	
1-1W

2 a

W
Figure 30 shows very good agreement of the curves —•

v1

This proven that, in any case, the torque theoretically
obtained agrees very closely with the actual. For rea-
sons discussed previously, the theoretical curve can be
calculated only to o b = 70.301. The comparison of the

curves ^1 (cAo) , and accordingly of the curves W o. ) ,

proves less favorable. As already seen from figures 28
and 29, Wth > C The additional loss, expressed by

r <.rth, is attributable to the flow phenomena between
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the blades and the outer wall.	 It might be supposed that
the secondary flow at the hub also contributes to this
loss. But Pxperimental investigations, reported subse-
auently, indicate that the clearance loss accounts for
the major part.	 The recalculation of rotor I and the
comparison with the experimentally determined rotor ef-
ficiency shows approximately the same difference in effi-
ciency of from 0.02 to 0.03.

To sum up, it may be stated that if the theoretically
calculated efficiency is reduced on account of clearance
losses (tip clearance 1 mm, = 0.04 in,) by 0,02 to 0,03,
the rotor efficiency as well as the average total pressure
rise of the rotor can be accurately predicted.

The determination of the total head increase of the
entire fan requires the inclusion in the calculations of
the stator and diffuser losses in addition to the rotor
loss.	 Figure 31 (see also table 4 for 8 1 = 27.5 0 ) shows
the results for rotor III and stator I of figure 32 (see

s
also table 5 for 2r = 0.002) and for rotor III and

a

stator II, The differences in the individual curves are
pro p ortional to the energy losses in the correspondingly
identified parts of the fan.	 The rotor loss was calcu-
lated by means of the formulas of section IV without re-
gard to the additional clearance or hub losses. The same
holds for the stator. The diffuser loss was assumed in
both cases at 15 percent of the theoretical pressure
equivalent of the axial velocity. 	 Lastly, the tip clear-
ance losses were inserted from figure 30.	 Curve nth

represents the total efficiency obtained by this method.
The agreement with the exn , Frimentally determined effi-
ciency, the te--t points of which are denoted by circles,
is better in figure 31 than ir_ figure 32. A number of
plausible reasons can be given for the deviations: 	 First,
the efficiency of the hub diffuser was arbitrarily as-
sumed.	 It may be supposed that its efficiency is better
behind stator I, the thin circular are blaJ.es of which
cause thin wake4, than behind stator II with its rela-
tively thick blade profiles. Besides, the hub diffuser
efficiency is not r_ecessarily constant over the whole
operating range,.	 It may be assuniPd that a rotation be-
hind the stator lowers the efficiency of the "inner dif-
fuser" (contrary to reference S).	 An additional loss is
further effected by the hub flow on the stator walls,
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which surely depends on the strongly vary ing stream direc-
tion of the stator blades.	 The experiments of Christiana
and Keller (ref-erences 5 and 8) on stationary cascades
indicate that this loss is greater for stator II than for
stator I. Lastly, the pressure measurements themselves
are in error, due to the resldu p l rotation and the non-
uniformity of the axial exit velocity, in such a way that
the measured total head increas.e is somewhat smaller than
the actual one.

An attempt might be made to apportion the difference
between n'th and n	 among the possibilities indicated.
But the data available at present are few to allow a
division with any claim to reliability.	 Summing un, it
may be said, therefore, that a definite uncertainty still
remains in the calculation of the total output of a fan.

Indiridually, however, significant conclusions can
be drawn from the distribution of the losses of figures
31 and 32. The predominating effect of the diffuser
losses at large throughflow coefficients is surprising.
This comparatively large share of the diffuser losses is
less a result of the increase of diffuser losses with in-
creasing throughflow volume than of the simultaneous de-
crease of the rotor total pressure boost.	 Figure 31 in-
dicates a strong increase of energy losses for stator I
at cp, < 0.44. The flow along stator I has separated for
these operating conditions. 	 A comparison with the meas-
ured efficiency curve of figure 31 shows this tendency
quite plainly in the total efficiency.	 On the whole, it
is evident from figure 31 that stator I is not entirely
suitable for rotor III, since the operating range for
minimum losses occurs at too great quantities of flow.
In contrast, stator II is substantially more favorable.

Reverting to the discussion of the point at which
separation occurs, it has already been mentioned that a
decrease in throughflow c-oefficient is accompanied by an
increase in angle of attack.	 At rot. ors I and II the
maximum lift to	 occurs first at the outer sections,max
according to figures 25 and 26 - that is, the throughflow
distribution on r'o'tor I can still be definitely determined
for the average cpo = 0.324. The method diverges for a
smaller average throughflow coefficient. The critical
mean coefficient for rotor II is cT o = 0.273,	 Contrari-

wise, on rotor III 
tomax 

is exceeded first at the hub
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sections. The critical mean coefficient for the distribu-
tion calculation is 4 O = 0.301. The pressure-quantity
curves for the three rotors are represented in figure 33.
It is evident that for rotors I and II the flow separates
at throughflow coefficients sufficiently close to those
given previously, while for rotors III the flow adheres
down to cpo = 0.245. The total efficiency curve (figs.
31 and 32) is, in fact, steeper for T o < 0.3 than for

cp o > 0.3, but the steady increase of the curve *(cpo)

proves that the flow can not properly be said to have
separated as yet. These facts lead to the conclusion
that exceeding 

tAma. at the hub sections does not have

the same significance as at the outer sections.	 It there-
fore-remains to be proved whether the separation of flow
at cp o = 0.245 can be correlated with exceeding tAmax
at the outer sections.

For this purpose figure 27 is used again. Although,
as has been explained earlier, an increased solidity X
shifts the point of separation of the outer sections to-
ward lower throughflow velocities, this fact alone is not
sufficient to explain the preservation of a stable flow
condition down to g o = 0.245. Figure 27 shows that
A max. is already exceeded at go = 0.29 on the outer

section. But, remembering that the throughflow velocity
on rotor III is appreciably higher near the outer wall
than the mean t ,hrofitghflow velocity; it can, in fact, be
proved that separation of flow alone at the outer profiles
causes seliaration of the entire rotor flow. Since the
iteration ),rocedure for the distribution calculation fails
for go < 0.3 because of the difficulties at the hub pro-
files, there remains only extrapolation with which to de-
termiae the increase of throughflow velocity near the
outer mall for the mean throughflow g o = 0.245. To this
end TO (R=0.96) - TO was plotted against y 0 in figure
34 for the three rotors. The experimentally determined
critic.^.l throughflow coefficients at which the rotor flow
separates are indicated by dot-dash lines parallel to the
ordinate axis. For rotors I and II the quantity
yo(R=0.96) - g o lies on a straight line up to near the

separation point. Assuming the same for rotor III the
extra-)olation (dotted line) gives for T O (R=0.96) = 0.288
the value g o = 0.245. This coofficient is, thon, approx-
imately attained in the section near the outer wall vrhen
rotor flow separation occurs. -As is seen from figure 27,
this is exactly the value at which the section efficiency
falls steeply.
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In point of fact, tuft observations indicated that
separation: always set g in first at the outer wall.	 Subse-
quent to separation the flow reverses in such a way that
comparatively quiet flow with large axial velocity pre-
vails near the hub, while the flow reverses toward the
outside. For the rest it may be noted that at rotor fl.ow
separation all the peculiarities known from polar measure-
ments arose above the to 	 ; that is to say, prolonga-

max
tion by cautious throttling, later readhesion of flow upon
reduction of throttling.

The conclusion from the foregoing considerations of
experiment and theory, the latter being valid only for
^Po > 0.3, is that the outer section alone is responsible
for the breakdown of the entire rotor flow. The relia-
bility of this method is checked hereinafter by a con-
sideration of the physical processes of the experiment:
The boundary-layer flow on a rotor blade is illustrated
in figure 15. The strong deflection of the boundary
layer on the suction side near the hub is clearly evident.
This process presumably is caused by the combined action
of the centrifugal force on the boundary layer, together
with the hub flow mentioned at the close of section V.
In its net effect on the main flow it is about equivalent
to a boundary-layer suction at the sections near the hub..
The deflection of the boundary-layer flow apparently is
stronger with increasing boundary-layer thickness, and
thus effects a stabilization of flow above the to

Max
value of the isolated section.	 At the same time, the
glide angle E does not increase as much as on the iso-
lated section.	 A direct consequence is that the effici-
ency of the sections near the hub itself does not drop as
rapidly as figure 27 indicates. The reason for the fail-
ure of the throlzghflow distribution calculation also
emerges, and the extrapolation made above is in fact re-
liable.

The question now arises as to why this stabilization
of flow does not show up at the outer sections, and why a
substantial outward deflection of flow for these sections
could not be observed at all. The basis for a deflection
of boundary-layer flow is naturally a minimum boundary-
layer thickness, which can only be e v eeeded on the suc-
tion side. But in the outer parts of the blade, centrif-
ugal force and hub flow (see sec, V) work against each
other, so that the net effect precisely cancels out.
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To rrevent misconceptions the following should be
noted: The rotor flow separation discussed here has
nothing to do with the stability condition

n -	 -L+ 'd> 0 set up at the close of section VI.
R 	 1)

In the case in point 6, = 0,	 and the expression vanishes

for r - 12
	

As is easily a g eertained from figure 27,

n must assume the value 0,51. For such an efficiency,
however, the process of flow separation is already far
advanced.

The following may be said by way of summary: if
several rotors have been designed for the same operating
point, the one the blade chord of which increases most
strongly toward the outside will achieve the lowest
throughflow coefficient, 	 It is to be supposed that the
blade chord increase of rotor III does not as yet repre-
sent the best in this respect. Naturally, the total head
boost becomes more nonuniform for rotors with blade chord
increasing outwardly, the greater is the deviation from the
design operating condition. But this is of secondary im-
p ortance on fans designed to operate over a large throt-
tling range.

A different plot of the fan characteristic is chosen
to bring out the greater throttling achieved by rotor III
as compared with rotors I and II. The flow resistances
to be overcome by a given fan are proportional to the
square of the throughflow velocity. The magnitude of the
proportionality factor is a direct measure of the throt-

tling strength.	 Setting 1y = Q Bo a it follows from
0

these considerations that ao is inversely proportional

to the throttling, and decreases with increasing throt-
tling.	 Figure 35 gives the curves (pp and n 	 !ts func-

tions of ao.	 It is evident that the maximum attainable

throttling with rotor III is about twice as great as with
rotor I.	 It follows from the definition of the throttling

2
coefficient a o = ^^ 	that 

ao 
min can be reduced by de-

' creasing Cpo minas well as by increasing *max. Figures

25 to 27 or 31 show that both measures may be used in the
rotor family I to III.
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Figure 35 shows
III as compared with
fact that the actual
ured exit energy whe
stant over the whole
tation.

a small efficiency -decrease of rotor
rotor__ 3 This is largely due to the
exit;- energy is greater than the meas-

n the axial exit velocity is not ,on--
cross section and has a residual ro-.

VIII. FURTHER , EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

Another. rotor; in.-a.ddition to rotors I to II . I, was
experimentally investigated.	 The design of rotor III
specified a mean throughfl.ow coefficient cpo = 0.45 and

a pressure coefficient' IV' = •2.2.	 The _model had 13
blades with profile'chnrds increasing toward the outside.
The rotor data are given -in' figure 36 and table 3. Since
the blades on all rotore were adjustable, the pressure-
qua'ntity curves could be , measured for various blade
angles. The blade setting is defined by the blade angle
81 (R=0.96). of the .'profile at R = G . 96. The angle 81

used in the theory is related to the angle of incidence
8	 by S. - 9 . 0 0 	8.1., Stator I was. used in the :te- sts with

the :first •of the .three- rotors, and stator II, with - rotor
IV*, and the same stator was retained for all the blade
angles, although still more favorable results could have
been- achieved by the , us-e of different stators., each
suit`e'd to a.particular blade angle-. 	 The measurements
were: made- at; rotation&l speeds ranging between, -1700 to
2500 rpm,' Figures; V to 40 give the test r . e lsults in
graphic form; while table 4 ,contains the corresponding
numerical :'ialues'..

The foregoing investigations (table 3) disclosed the
need for. the incl.usi.on of the„clearance losses in the
rotor calculation. To obtain a somewhat more reliable
foundation for it, rotor III with blade angle 81(R=0.96)
= 27.5 0 .was progressively turned down, the clearance be-
tween blade and Outer wall being corresponlingly enlarged.
The p'erforn1nrLC'0 of rotor III -in combination with stator
II was mea-ur.ed at eve-^:y 'step. 	 'The m:.a&sure3 results are
plotted against cr0 in figure 41, since, accorcding to

the previous discussions,. n ,.t only the eff-,_ iency but alsc
the maximum attai nablE throttling must dPTje,id on the
clearance. The numeri:al values are given in table 5.
The reduction in efficiency is most apparent. The
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efficiency is plotted against the ratio s/2ra in figure
42 for the t^rottlinb coefficients Qo = 0.32, 0.64,	 and
1.14, where s is the clearance, and 2ra is the original
rotor diameter (500 mm). The efficiencies are readily ex--

tre. olated to zero clearance since— 	 can be re-ore—P	 -n a—)

sented sufficiently exactly by a straight line. There is
an efficiency reduction of 0.02 to 0.03 for the normally

existent clearance	 s = 0.002.	 It is of the same order
2ra

of magnitude as that determined previously by altogether
different means,	 Simultaneously with the reductiun in
efficiency, there is an increase of 

Qomin 
with clear-

ance in crease. The dotted line connecting the maximums of
the	 W curves in figure 41 gives 

Q°min	
In contrast

to the linear dependence of efficiency on clearance, there
is a greater change in or 	for small clearances than

for larger ones.

Translation by Wm. Mutterperl,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1.- Definition of the performance of a rotor blade
element.

Figure 2.- The axial velocities i.nducedl in the plane
x = 0 b ,r a t,^ ilit g rz^i^. vori ex e!_ement are doubled
by geomtr c;	 af1e.,ion in i ,'.s plane, all other velo-
city cor,p::nents being cai:celed.

Figure 3,- A ring of cross section dxdr, which inter-
sects an axial cascade, cuts an element dsdr out of
each blade, aad dx = ds cos P.

Figure 4.- An element on the pressure side, of unit length
radially, exerts an axial for ,.;e d O d = - p d ^d(rGi

on the fluid.	 Sir_ce	 ld (r6 d )i	 - a (r8 g ) dx then
ax

6S d 	o(rG,i)

ox - pd	 6X	
Correspondingly, for a suction-side

	

aJ C 	6(r6s)
element,	

ax
	 Ps	 ax

Figure-5 (left).- Velocity diagram of cascade flow.

Figure 6 (right).- Resolution of forces on a section in
cascade.

Figure 7.- Diagram I for the calculation of rotor section
characteristics.	 The family of curves	 IKI = X t `tAgl

/ 1 +

	

	
E 

\ is given in the diagram. The streamcot 0/

direction at the 1CQation of the section, defined by
the angle	 ^,	 is given by the family of stra-i.ght
lines all going through the point X = 0, Y _ 4. The
line for	 S _ . So.. i:tersects t'_ie x-axis in the point
X = cot P, Y = 0.	 (For very large cot Po, the

straight lines cut the ordinate line X = 0.5, which
has the scale tan S,	 in the'p,)int tan G = tan Po.) -
For a given section, then, si.,--e 	 = S + a, the pa-
ramat er h is known as a fur. *.ion of	 P froci the
sec^i-_n polars.	 The operatinf, point	 X,Y is given
as the intersection of the straight line 0 = ^o and
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the corresponding curve K = K(p o ). - If an operating

point X o , Yo is given, then the corresponding values

of cot po and K(s o ) can be taken from the diagram.

After a choice of T 1 ,	 ^and thence the angle of

attack a are obtained by iteration. The scale

1 - Y gives the tangential velocity relative to the
2

rotor as a fraction of the entrance rotation:

wua 1	 wua	
Y

1W	 1 *	 wu	 2
i

Figure 8.- Diagram II for the calculation of rotor effi-
ciency:	 The solid line ellipses are the curves fl
= constant, the dotted ellipses are the curves fa
= constant.	 The efficiency is

^l*
n = 1 +

1 fl + fa
e

Figure 9.- Diagram III for the calculation of section
characteristics of stationary guide vanes: The dia-

gram gives the family of curves 	 ^Kf = X' 
ItAgl

C1 + cot 
s ). The stream angle S at the location of

the section is given by the family of parallel lines

Y* - Y *
of slope	

.=
= 4,	 and the line for p = po

intersects the X*-axis in the point X* = tan 00.

For a given section then, since P = 8 + a, the pa-
rameter K is known as a function of 0 from the
section polars.	 The operating point X*,Y* is the
intersection of the straight line ^ = ^o with the

corresponding curve K = K(po). If an operating point
X o *,Y o * is given initially, then the corresponding

tan 0
0 

and MO O ) can be taken from the diagram.
After choosing T',	 ig^g j	 and thence the angle of
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attack a
line deno
exit. If
ing point
line with

fractions

are calculated by iteration. The dotted
tes the operating points with no rotation at
a straight line is drawn through the operat-
and the origin, the intersection of this
the scale f 3 gives the exit rotation in

of the entrance rotation:

cua 
l 

R wuz	 f3
1W	 w u 1

Figure 10,-. Diagram IV for the calculation of the energy
losses of guide vanes:

^y* _ Xt W ( CP * ) 2 f4

Figure 11.- Coordinates for the calculation of the thick-
ness correction.

Figure 12.- The profile angle of attack for pump cascades
is lowered by the disturbance velocity due to finite
blade thickness.

Figure 13.- The profile angle of attack for turbine cas-
cades is increased by the disturbance velocity due to-
finite blade thickness.

Figure 14 (right).- Schematic representation of the origin
of the secondary flow for stationary cascades with end
Mates.

Figure 15 (below).- Boundary layer flow in a blower rotor.
The dotted lines denote the corresponding cylindrical
sections.

Figure 16.- Sketch of the blower test stand.

Figure 17.- Blade of the eight-blade rotor I. (See table
I.)

Figure 18.- Blade of the eight-blade rotor II. 	 (See
table 1.)

Figure 19.- Blade of the eight-blade rotor III.	 (See
table 1.)

Figure 20.- Blade of the nine-blade stator I.	 (See table
0 . )
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Figure 21.- Blade, of the nine--blade stator II. 	 (See
table a . )

Figure 22 (lower right).	 — Cascade coefficient k
for rotors I, II, and III. — — — Finite blade thick-
ness coefficient	 D^,2.

Figure 23.- Section characteristics for rotor III: — —
for k = 1, D = 0; ------- for D = 0, but taking the
cascade coefficient k of figure 22 into account.

Figure 24,- Section characteristics for rotor III:---- — --
takes into account the cascade coefficient of figure
22 but D = 0 (see fig. 23); -----takes into account
the cascade coefficient k and the thickness correc-
tion DX 2 of figure 22.

Figure 25.- Section characteristics for four sections of

r	 r
rotor I.	 +	 + r = 0.96; — — --r = 0.80;

a	 a

	--- r = 0.64;	 -- r = 0.52. The thick
Fa	 a

cross lines denote the operating points of t,4e individ -
ual sections operating together.

Figure 26.- Section characteristics for four sections of

rotor II:	 + r = 0.96;— -- r = 0.80;r a	ra

• -	 - r = 0.64;	 r = 0.52. The thick
a	 a

cross lines denote the operating points of'the individ-
ual sections operating together.

Figure 27.-- Section characteristics for four sections of

rotor I II : — -- + --+ r = 0.96;---   r = 0.80;rara

r	 r
• -	 - — = 0.64;	 — = 0.F2. The thickra	 ra

cross lines denote the operating points of the ind'ivid-
ual sections operating together.
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Figure 28.- Distribution of
,
 total head increase for rotor

0 . 9 6
r	

/ 

= 31 o j :	 from experiment and

)	 Jra 

— — — from theory.

Figure 29.- Distribution of total head increase for rotor

III:	 81/	 = 27.5 0	from experiment
l r = U. 96 1

I \ra

and— -----from theory.

Figure 30 (lift).- Average rotor characteristics for
f

rotor III	 r 1 ^_r - x.95I = 27.5 0 1— — o -- — measured

tor q ue cur y	a -_c --_mmeasured total head curve and
measured eff_c.i^ncy, 	 -theoretical mean curves.

Figure 31 (right).- Blower characteristic' for rotor III

}6 1	=

r	

27.50	 and stator I.	 The experimen-

L ( 
r = 0, 96 )	 Ja

tally determined points are denoted by zero circles.
( See table 4 . )

Figure 32.- Blower characteristic for rotor'III

	

81/
r 

= 0.961 

= 21 01	 ar_d stator II.	 The experimen-
t

r a	 1

tally determined points are denoted by zero circles.

(See table V for	 s = 0.002.)
a

Figure 33.- Pressure-quantity curves for the blower in-
stallations:	 Rotor I, II, and IIi each wit:n exit guide
vanes I.	 (Blade angles in accordance with figs. 17 to
19.)

Figure 34.- Extra p olation of the throughflow coefficients
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r
for the section h— = 0.96 from the mean throughflow

a
coefficients for which the tests indicate separation
of the rotor flow.

Figure 35,- Experimentally determined blower characteris-
tics for the blower unit:	 motor I, II, and III with
stator I downstream, as a function of the throttling
coefficient oo.	 The rotor blade angles correspond

to figures 17 to 19.	 (See table 4.)

Figure 36.- Blades of the 13-blade rotor IV.	 (See table
3.)

Figure 37. Experimental blower characteristics for rotor
I and exit stator I at various rotor blade angles.
(See table 4.)

Figure 38.- Experimental blower characteristics for rotor
II and exit stator I at various rotor blade angles.
( See table 4.)

Figure 39.- Experimental blower characteristics for rotor
III and exit stator I at various rotor blade angles.
(See table 4.)

Figure 40,- Experimental blower characteristics for rotor
IV and exit stator II at various rotor blade angles.
(See table 4.)

Figure 41 (left).- Zxperimenta-1 blower characteristics
for rotor III and exit stator II for various clearances
between rot"or blade and housing.

Figure 42 (right).- Experimentally determined reduction
in efficiency of rotor III and stator II with in--reas-
ing tip clearance.
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Figs. 1,2,3,4,5,6
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Figure 1.— Definition of the Figure 2.— The axial velocities
performance of a 	 induced in the

rotor blade element.	 plane x a 0;

	Figure 3.— A ring of cross
	

Figure 4.— a.n element on the
section dx dr;

	

	
pressure side, of

unit length radially;

(A list of complete legend@ is given at end of text.)
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Fig. 17,Table 1
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Figure 17.- Blade of the
8-bladed ro-

tor I (see table 1).

Table	 1.

6 bladed rotor I.

r. l d J, -go-,1

0,52 !	 78,80 0,149 49,250
0,84 72,14 0,128 41,60°
0,80 I	 63,55 0,099 35,200
0,96 54,50 01081 30,000

Profile 0rrlinetes
X	 1 0 11,25 1 2150	 1	 5,0 7,5	 110,0 115,0 120,0 30,0	 140,0	 150,0 160,	 170,0	 180,0	 190,0	 1 95,0	 100

r	 Ye= 0,52 4,70 7,44 9,00 10,22 12,30	 13,45 13,78 15,58	 17,08	 16,70 15,58 13,80 11,30 1 8.20	 4,57 '2,52 0,45
^e	 Y, 4,70 2,79 2,05 1,52 1,27	 1,31 1,32 1,65	 2,17	 2,54 2,70 3,05 1,64 1,59	 0,89 0,39 0
r	 Ye

0,64
3,74 6,10 7,35 9,20 10,42	 11,50 12,80 13,701 14,35	 14,03 12,88 11,42 9,25 6,71	 3,76 2,08 0,42

^° -	 Y„ 3,74 2,41 1,88 1,33 1,12	 1,12 1,13 1.26 i	 1,53	 1,66 1,72 1,79 1,38 1,03	 0,61 0,29 0
r	 Y°

- 0,80
2,86 4,64 5,55 6,84 7,74	 8,52 1	 9,59 10,22 : 10,77	 10,52 9,58 8,38 6,82 4,87	 2,74 1,89 0,31

re	 Y„ 2,86 1,95 1,48 0,96 0,65	 0,63 0,61 0,63	 0,87	 0,99 1,09 0,94 0,871 0,66	 0,31 0,25 0

r	 }1e 2,61 3,97 4,70 5,50 6,35 j	 6,83
1	

7,46 7,78 1	 8,08	 7,80 7,34 6,43 5,14 3,67. 2,17 1,17 0_ 0 96
ra	1'a 2,61 1,69 1,30 0,85 0,59	 0,37 i	 0,18 0	 1	 0	 0 0 0 0 0	 i 0 0 0
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Figure 18.- Blade of the
8-bladed ro-

tor II (see table 1).

Table 1 (continued)
8	 bladed rotor, 	II.

-r i I	 i a,=so-,i

0,.52 80,74 0,149 48,750
0:64 80,20 0,130 40,00 0

0,80 80,06 01098 3:3,00 0
0,96 79,50 01081 28,000

Profile ordinates

X	 0	 11,25 1 2,5	 5,0	 17,5	 1 10,0	 15,0	 120,0	 130,0

r	 Y°= 0,52 4,78 1	 7,73 9,39 11,62 13,50	 14,85	 16,91 18,30 1970,ra	 Y„ 4,78 2,94 2,38 2,03 2,04	 2,28	 3,00 4,22 4,88
r	 Y, 3,64 6,49 7,75 9,61 10,30	 12,00	 13,65 14,70 15,90
ra - 0,64 Y„ 3,64 2,37 2,05 1,50 1,42	 1,47	 1,81 2,22 2,86
r	 Y°

= 0180 2,87 4,67 5,63 7,52 8,12	 9,00	 10,20 10,95 11,50

r.	 1• u 2,87 1,87 2,15 1,25 1,03 I	 1,05	 1,25 1,40 1,67
rYa 2,:31 :3,72 4,39 1	 5,44 6,16	 6,74	 7,53 7,92 8,10_ 0 9Gr°	 T u 2,:31 11,5:3 1,16 10,6:3 0,:38 !	 0,201	 013 0,08 0

40,0 i 50,0 160,0 70,0 . 80,0 90,0 195,0 1100

19,70	 18,70 16,85 ! 14,21 1 10,65 6,08 ' 3,40 0,59
5,57	 5,82 5,50 4,80 3,75 1,51 1	 1,18 0

15,65	 14,60 13,10 10,95 8,10 4,06 2,67 0,54
3,39	 3,62 3,45 2,97 2,23 1,37 0,85 0

11,28	 10,50 9,25 7,75 5,30 2,77 1,45 0,50
1,87 i	 2,00 1,87 1,60 1,25 0,65 0,35 0

7,75'	 6,92 5,94 4,74 3,40 1,88 1,13 0,50
0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 19.- Blade of the
8-bladed ro-

tor III (see table 1).
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Table I (continued)
8 bladed rotor	 311.

0,52 80,70 0,150 49,05°
0,64 85,40 0,129 40,25
0 180 91,00 01098 32,701,
0,96 97,80 01081 27,50 0

Profile ordiTiotes
X 0	 1,25 1 2,50 5,0 7,5	 110,0	 15,0	 20,0 30,0 140,0	 50,0	 60,0 j 70,0 80,0	 190,0 195,0 100

r	 Y° 4,46	 7,30 18,69 10,65:12,40 13,50 15,10 16,20 17,20 17,00	 15,70	 13,80 11,10	 8,19	 4,58 2,60 0,50^ = 0,52 Y;, 4,46	 2,60	 1,98 1,44 1,24 1,24 l,0 1,7ti 2,23 2,73	 2,73:	 2,73 2,35 1,74 i 0,99 0,50 0
ra	Y,0,64=

3,77	 6,09	 7,16 8,90 , 10,20 11,20 12,6:5 13,60 14,20 13,90	 11,70	 11,25 9,14
1

6,67:3,74 2,22 0,47
1•u 1,77 i	 2,11	 1,52 0,94 1 0,70 0,70 0,20 0,33 1,30 1,50	 1,60	 1,60 1,401 1,20	 0,70 0,35 0

r = 0,80 Y° 2,86	 4,84	 5,72 6,92: 7,90 8,57, !',68 :0,20 10,55 10,20	 9,50	 8,35 6,70 4,94	 2,86 1,63 0,44
r	 Yu 2,86 , 1,65	 1,32

I
0188

I
0,66 , 0,59 0,531 v.55 0,77 0,88	 0,88 1 	0,77 0,66 0,55	 0,44 0,22 0

r = 0,96	 ° 2,25 
1

3,68	 4,41
 2,25	 1,31	 0 198

5,36 
IOX 	 ,

fi 3O6
0,37

6,61
0,22

7,3:;
0,118 1

7.80:
0

8,08
0

j	 7.78	 7,00	 6,0 .2
1	 0	 0	 1	 0

4,82
0

3,44	 1,97
0	 0

1,23
0

0,44
0r° .

/V



Figure 20.- Blade of the 9-bladed
stator I (see table 2).
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r„

0,52	 j 93,6 8,20
0,64 93,6 6,30

0,80 93,8 4,20

0,96 94,0 :3,00

Table 2.
9 bladed stator

za

Profile ordinates
X	 I	 0	 1 1,25 2,50 5,0 7,5 10,0 115,0 20,0 30,0 40,0	 j 50,0	 ; 60,0	 70,0 180,0 90,0 195,0 1	 100

r = 0,52 Y
ra

0 0,75	 1,10 1,90 3,0
I

4,0 5,:30' 6,80 9,10 10,6 10,9 10,401
i

8,80 1 6,50 4,10 2,10 0
l

ra = 0,64 Y 0 0,64	 1,10 1,90 2,70 3,30 4,90 6-90 8,:30 9,40 i	 9 1 501
1

9100 1	 8,00 ^	 6,20 3,30 2,00 0
r = 0,80 Y
ra

0 0,64	 0,96 1,60 2,24 3,09 4,48 5,76 7,46 8,53
I

1	 8,96 8,53 7,46 5,55 3,20 2,03 0

r = 0196 Y
ra

0 j 0,64	 0,96 1,49 2,24 3,09 4,47 5,54 7,34 8,41 8,52 8,41 7,34 5,54 3,19 1,70 0

0
H

cD

N
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Figure 21.- Blade of the 9-bladed
stator II (see table 2),

Table 2 (continued)

	

\	 9 bladed stator II.
r	 l	 i	

b

	

^\	 ro

0,52	 121,6	 12,40
0,64	 119,6	 9,50
0,80	 119,6	 8,20
0,96	 119,6	 6190 W

Profile ordinates
X	 0 1,25' 1 2,50	 5,0 I	 7,5	 1 10,0	 115,0 120,0	 30,0	 1 40,0 50,0 60,0	 170,0	 80,0	 90,0	 95,0	 1 100

r	 Yo 2,48 6,20 8,35 11,68 12,64 1 . 13,90 ' 15,95 17,50 19,00 19,00 18,00 ' 16,03 13,21 9,35 5,04 2,65 0 
Y. 2,48 0,91 0,25 0 0,41 0,83	 1,49

1
1,90 3,06 3,89 4,30 4,30 3,89 3,06 1,49 0,83 0

rYo
- 0,64 Y„

2,93
2,93

6,53 8,36 10,60
0

12 9 38 13,80	 15,72 17,05 18,40 18,40 17,20 15,40 12,55 9,20 5,02 2,76 0
0ra 0,84 0,58 0,42I 0,75	 1,17 1,67 2,51 3,18 3,51 3,51 3,18 2,51 1,50 0,84

r	 Y,,- 0,80 Y,, 3,32 6,70 8,36 10,53 ^ 12,20 13,62	 15,30 16,72 18,00 17,82 16,72 14,90' 11,88 8,36 4,60 2142 0
ra 3,32 1,51 0,84 0,17 0 0,33	 0,84 1,26 1,76' 2,34 2,51 2,59 2,59 1,84 1,09 0,59 0
r	 Yo

0'96
3,76 6,60 8,20 10,40 11,90 13,10	 14,90 16,60 17,60 17,50 16,10 14,20 11,30 7,79 4,18 1,67 0

Yu 3,76 1,67 0,84 0,33 0 0,08	 0,58 0,84 1,67 1,84 2,01 1,67 1,67 1,09 0,59 0,25 0

zv
N

y

(D

LV

n
O
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Figs. 23,24,25,26

`	 a	 0,f	 0,2	 0,3	 a*	 03	 46 OP, 47

Figure 24.- Section characteristics for
0	 of	 n2	 43	 04	 as	 06	 07	 rotor III: — — — takes into

account the cascade coefficient of fig-
Figure 23.- Section characteristics for ure 22 but D = 0 (see figure 23);

rotor III: — — — for k = 1,	 takes into account the cascade
D = 0;	 for D = 0, but taking the	 coefficient k and the thickness correc-
cascade coefficient, k, of figure 22	 tlon DT 2 of figure 22.
into account.
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0	 4f	 a2	 43	 a4	 0s	 06 Vo 47 0
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17	 ,.
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0,7

0,f	 V	 of	 all	 a	 O,6 0̂ 47

Figure 25.- Section characteristics for
four sections of rotor I:

— 4- —r/ra = 0.96; — -- — r/ra = 0.90;
— r/ra = 0.64;- r/ra = 0.52.

The thick cross lines denote the opera-
ting points of the individual sections
operating together.

7

s

6

r

Figure 26.- Section characteristics for
four sections of rotor II:_-+ — r/ra = 0.96; ---r/ra - 0.80;

-- — r/r a = 0.64; r/ra = 0.52.
The thick cross lines denote the opera-
ting points of the individual sections
operating together.
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Figure 28.- Distri-
bution

of total head in-
crease for rotor I	 n
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CDexperiment and	 0
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Figure 27.- Section 	 for 

	

four sections of rotor III:	 0,s	 c6	 47	 08	 0,9 r to
—+— r/ra = 0.96; ---r/r. = 0.80;	

PQ

r/r a = 0.64;	 r/ra = 0.52.	 Figure 29.- Distribution of total head
The trick cross lines denote the opera- 	 increase for rotor III
ting points of the individual sections
operating

	 27.50	 from
operating together.	 (r/ra = 0.96;	 ^^

experiment and	 — —from theory.
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Figure 30.— Averaged rotor characteristics Figure 31.— Blower characteristic for rotor 	 µ
for rotor III
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b l 	 III bl	 = 27.5°]And(r/ra = 0.96)	 (r/ra = 0.96)	 ,
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y zero circles (see tar' 4

mean curves.
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Figure 32.- Blower characteristic	 for
rotor IIIb1	=

(r/ ra = 0.96)
Figure 34.- Extrapolation of the throughfloa co- C"

efficients for the section r/ra =
280 j and stator II. The experimentally 0.96 from the mean throughflow coefficients for w

determined points are denoted by zero which the tests indicate separation of 	 ne rotor
circles	 (see table 5 for s/2ra=0.002), flow.
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Figure 35.- Experimentally determined blower 	 ^e•

characteristics for the blower	 tis•	 w
unit: rotor I,II,aand III with stator I down- Figure 37.- Experimental blower .iaracter- w
stream, as a function of the throttling co- istics for rotor = and exit 3
efficient do . The rotor blade angles corres- stator I at Various rotor blade angles
pond to figures 17 to 19 (see table 4).	 (see table 4).
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Figure 36.- Blades of the
13-bladed ro-

tor IV ( see table 3) .
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Table 3•

13 bladed rotor IV.

0,52 68,10	 j 0,149 66.100
0,64 72,90 0,130 44,200
0,80 79,10 0,100 36,500
0,96 83,20 0.080 29,400

Profile	 ordinates

X 0 1	 1,25	 2,50 I	 6,0 7,5 10,0 1 16,0	 20,0 30,0 j 40,0	 1 50,0	 1 00,0 170,0	 1 80,0	 1 90,0 95.0	 i 100

r" -	
Y0 4,41 7,15 8,68 11,00 12,88 14,25 16,20 17,00 18,70 i 18,55 17,45 15,80 13,10 19,75 5,52 j	 3,16 0,600,52

ra	 Yu 4,41 2,88 2,38 1,94 1,85 1,98 2,42 3,02 3,82 4,35 4,04
(	

4,41 3,84	 2,91 1,73 0,85 0

r	
Y0 4,02 6,90 8,23 9,92 11,30 12,30 13,70 14,70 15,40 16,20 14,20 12,50 10,`28	 7,52 4,06 2,22 0,30= 0,04 Y„ra 4,02 1,45 1,73 1,37 1,23 1,27 1,60 1,87 2,41 2,83 2,91 2,G9

1
1,25	 1,73 0,93 0,49 0

r	 1.0 2,85 4,55 5,52 7,00 8,08 8,90 10,10 10,20 11,40, 11,25 10,45 9,31 7,60' 5,60 3,14 1,85 0,32
ra - 

0'80 Yu 2,85 1,75 1,30 0,98 0,85 0,75 0.91 1,15 1,401 1,64 1,69 1,88 1,52	 1,15 0,71 0,41 0
r	 Y0

0,96 2,55 3,96 4,67 5,55 0,21 6,74 7,48 7,82 8,10 1 7,95 7,35 6,35 5,05	 3,68 2,08 1,24 0,30
r.Yu 2,55 1,50 1,06 0,721 0,53 0,371 0,22 0,10 0,07 0 0 0 0	 0	 I 0 0 0
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Table 4

Table 4. Blower characteristics for rotor 1.	 2 a
= 0,002. Stator	 I.

d 
1 ( r

= 180
0,96`

d
,(/^

= 28°
= 0,96`

d1( r 0,961
= 30° d

,( r
= 38°

0,961
d	 = 48°1r r	 0,961

Wo W .q°Wo	 W	 rl° Wo	 W	 Ih,	 To	 I	 4'	 %	 I	 Wo	 W	 rl°

0,349 0,082 0,791 0,466 0,142 0,833 0,536 0,095 0,698 0,570 0,216 0,827 0,652 0,283 0,775
0,331 0,105 0,846 0,435 0,172 0,860 0,479 0,153 0,823 0,540 0,232 0,837 0,590 0,277 0,703
0,311 0,139 0,875 0,394 0,212 0,880 0,445 0,189 0,863 0,500 0,253 0,833 0,505 0,250 01558
0,288 0,162 0,882 0,370 0,231 0,868 0,402 0,223 0,857 0,446 0,273 0,803 0,409 0,239 0,462
0,269 0,189 0,885 0,354 0,243 0,860

0'
 362 0,251 0,844 0,393 0,264 0,688

0,240 0,213 0,855 0,336 0,254 0,840 0,342 0,260 0,823 0,364 0,261 0,628
0,221 0,218 0,810 0,318 0,261 0,810 0,318 0,266 0,787 0,322 0,235 0,563
0,201 0,221 0,769 0,298 0,261 0,793 0,285 0,238 0,684
0,154 0,175 0,578 0,229 0,204 01560 0,241 0,201 0,647

Blower characteristics for rotor 	 II. 2 rr = 0,002. Stator I.
a

	d, / r	 - 280 	 d, r	 - 380	 dl // r	 - 480

Ira - 
0,96)	 G. = 0961	 Ira 0,9G) -

970	 W	 I	 rIa	 I	 TO	 I	 v	 I	 no	 TO	 I	 W / !	 rlo	 1	 Wo	 ^	 W	 1	 r7o

0,364 0,083 0,714 0,482 0,148 0,799 0,591 0,224 0.806 0,694 0,329 0,783
0,344 0,110 0,790 0,466 0,165 0,827 0,566 0,245 0,833 0,655 0,327 0,790
0,313 0,159 0,850 0,454 0,181 0,863 0,523 0,266 0,820 0,593 0,335 0,757
0,293 0,188 0,860 0,412 0,222 0,846 0,468 0,297 0,807 0,472 0,293 0,547
0,282 0,200 0,860 0,390 0,250 0,857 0,428 0,308 0,770 0,400 0,270 0,407
0,266 0,213 0,837 0,350 0,272 0,820 01395 0,307	 0,723
0,250 0,233 0,830 0,312 0,296 0,783 0,364 0,300 0,643
0,219 0,253 0,784 0,293 0,293 0,746 01315 0,246 0,525
0,192 0,235 0,710 0,283 0,299 0,740
0,166 0,211 0,572 0,229 0,221 0,545

Blower characteristics for rotor II1. 
8-t- 

= 0,002. Stator 1.
a

d, / .	 - 7,50
\ra' 0,9G)

d, r r	 = 17,50
\ra-0,961

d, r	 -2750
(r -0,96) 6,(r	 = 37,50

(ra_0,96)
d,r r	 = 47,50

\r^-0,96)

Wo	 W	 Flu I	 Wo w/ rlo I	 To v 0° 9' o w no io 7W7Oa

0,200 0,062 0,598 i 0,357 0,075 0,673 0,465 0345 0.770 0,635 0,139 0,690 0,653 1	 0,297 0,758
0,189 0,087 0,683 0,331 0,099 0,744 0,459 0,165 0,810 0,566 0,218 0,790 0,613 0,310 0,746
0,177 0,113 I	 0,728 0,297 0,144 0,797 0,436 0,183 0,820 0,518 0,262 0,800 0,575 0,324 0,737
0,158 0 9 151 0,746 0,283 0,171 0,820 0,412 0,227 0,848 09467 0,290 0,782 0,492 0,338 0,678
0,134 0,180 6,717 0,258 0,202 0,800 0,390 0,249 0,840 0,432 0,311 0,755 0,416 0,295 0,527
0,109 0,209 0,659 0,233 0,232 0,776 0,368 0,260 0,820 0,379 0,326 0,707 0,372 0,277 0,452
0,084 0,230 0,593 0,206 0,254 0,728 0,348 0,273 0,805 0,353 0,326 0,665
0,071 0,236 0,542 0,185 0,263 0,710 0,333 0,284 0,793 0,322 0,303 0,590
0,055 0,251 0,448 0,156 0,261 0,587 0,303 0,295 0,770 0,257 0,232 0,430

D,300 0,306 0,756
0,287 0,306 0,727

1 0,267 0,314 0,700
0,243 0,318 0,663
0,192 0,323 0,427

6,/ r	 - 180
1r. = 0,9G)
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Tables 4(cont.),5

Table 4. (Continued) Blower characteristics for rotor IV. 2r = 0,002. Stator 11.
a

SI I r _	 1 9,50 6 , r _	 -19.5° 61 r _	 -24,5° d1 ('r _	 1 =29,5° 81 r	 1 34,5° 81 r _	 39,5°^81 r
\r„ - 0'98)
	

\rte - 0'^	 ^r^ - 0,06	 \n, - 0,96	 ^ro -Qom/ 	 \rte 0 '^^	 ^ro

4'o	 W	 rlo	 To 	 I	 Oa	 To 	 W 	 17.	 To 	 I ^l0	 9^o	 W	 O o 	 910	 W	 no	 Vo	 W 1 rin

0,2310,082 0,587 0,377 0,092 0,646 0,4:36 0,126 0,710 0,50 0,166 0,744 0,572 0,213 0,754 0,628 0,266 0,780, 0,682 1 0,312 0,766
0,22010,131 0,723 0,351 0,128 0,725 0 9415 0,168 0.780 0,475 0,221 0,798 0,527 0,273 0,809 0,5971 0,298 0,79510,6491 0,350 0,798
0,210 0,156 0,773 0,334; 0,181 0,797' 0,395 0,211 0,810' 0,438 0,270 0,825 0,483 0,319 0,815 0,566 0,325 0, 	 0,613 0,377 0,798
0,197 0,192 0,778 0,997 0,255 0,842 1 0,:357 0,270 0,830 0,391 0,326 0,823 0,458 0,342 0,823 0,516 0,371 0,81 0,555 0,417 0,797
01,178 0,230 0,780, 0 1278 0,272 0,8211 0,328 0,301 0,820 0,357 0,361 0,822 0,418 0,378 0 9 805 0,489 0,388 0,800 0,617 0,433 0,791
0,158' 0,260, 0,743 0,250 0,317 0,800 0,313 0,326 0,8201 0,330 0,378 0,796 0,379 0,411 0,797 0,44110,417 0,790 0,453 0,441 0,753
0,132 0,290; 0,708 0,220 0,341 0,760 0,278 0,358 j 0,790 0,286 0,400 0,747 0,348 0,427 0,765 0,3941 0,442 0,760 0,432 0,453 0,734
0,097 : 0 ,314 0,585 1 0,206 0,:347 0,723 0,235 0,377 1 0,720 0,256 0,413 0,711 0,317 0,428 0,733 0,380 0,439 0,750 0,336 0,316 0,511
0,061 0,352 0,4281 0,164 0,284 0,546 0,18310,251 1 0,480 0,185 0,256 0,410 0,228 0,249 0,446 0,28310,282 0,4761

Table	 5. Blower characteristics for rotor 	 111.	 ^S, ,.	 = 28^. Stator 11.
0,96)

I

D = 0,002 U = 0,3x14 L = 01001,

Wo	 W rlo	 0,o Wo	 W r]o	 I	 0,oTo 	 I	 '101	 ^o

0,451 0,137 0,77:3	 1,50 0,442 0,131 - 1,49	 0,440 0,132 0,710	 1 1,47
0,443 0,165 09800	 1,263 0,428 0,151 - 1,21	 0,432 1	 0,148 0,740 1,26
0,425 0,179 0,817	 1,010 0,416 0,195 - 0,885	 1	 0,415 i	 0,170 0,770 1,01
0,401 0,211 0,840	 0,760 0,388 0,208 0,827 0,721	 0,388 0,207 0,7,90 0,725
0,380 0,240 0,840	 0,602 0,372 0,231 0,813 0,598	 0,374 0,229 0800 0,612
0,368 0,254 0,846	 0,531 0,343 0,291 0,820 0,403	 0,347 0,262 0,810 1	 0,4519
0,351 0,273 0,845	 0,454 0,313 0,292 0,798 0,335	 0,317 0,293 0,790 0,342
0,340 0,288 0,842	 0,402 0,290 0,309 0,784 0,271	 i	 0,289 0,304 09780 0,274
0,322 0,304 01830	 0,338 0,267 0,315 0,744 0,226	 0,258 0,300 0,720 0,221

0,308 0,317 0,824	 01299 0,214 0,237 0,560 0,193	 0,212 0,228 0,550 0,197
0,300 0,324 0,820	 0,276
0,279 0,333 0,795	 0,233
0,256 0,339 0,750	 0,193
0,187 0,217 0,449	 0,161

- 0,008 S = 0,010 S = 0,012

To	 I	 W	 r/C ao TO rlv	 ao -Fo W	 X10 Co

0,439 0,129	 0,690 1	 1,49 0,433 0,124 0,678 1,51 0,423 0;121 0,674 1,485
0,409 0,166	 0,747 1,111 0,412 01161 0,737 1,0.1 0,397 0,156 0,714 1,018
0,386 0,203	 0,780 0,730 0,5383 0,199 0,77:3 0,739 0;371 0,185 0,733 0,744
0,366 0,222	 0,784 0,602 0,367 0,216 0,777 0,62.2 01360 0,212 0,763 0,612
0,338 0,255	 I	 0,786 0,448 0,:1:31 0,24 7 0,7133 0,444 0,326 0,233 0,744 0,456
0,310 0283	 0,780 0,:339 0,:300 0,'266 0,750 0,:352 0,297 0,254 0,732 0,347
0,282 0,292	 1	 0,744 I	 0,27'2 0268 0,268 0,700 0,264 0,•295 0,'1:16 0,730 0,340
0,258 0,271	 O,1i86 0,245 0,255 0,262 0,670 0,247 0,'25:3 0,251 0660 0,254
0,243 0,262	 j	 0,660 0,211, 0237 0,24:3 0,1315 0,2:31 0,.1:38 0,241 0,628 0,234
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Figure 42 is on page
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